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INTERVIEW
WITH AN

/4 , hen U of M alum// V nus John Dye
began appearing in
the popular television
series Touched by an
Angel, he didn't realize
that his role as the
angel of death would
touch so many lives.
But as one fan gratefully told him, "Thank
you on behalf of my
children. Because of
you and the way you
play this role, my children aren't afraid of
death anymore."
4
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John Dye munches lunch and presses a cellular
phone to his ear during a break in the filming of
Touched by an Angel in Salt Lake City. He apologizes
for eating during the phone interview, but can spare
only 10 minutes to discuss his life and career before
returning to the set. Long before the interviewer is
satisfied, a summons echoes through the receiver:
"You're needed."
"Gotta go, I'll try to call you later," Dye says. He's
as good as his word, despite the fact that he is maneuvering between sets on a day when two episodes of the
show are being shot simultaneously.
Along with actresses Roma Downey and Della
Reese, Dye (B.F.A. '96) stars in CBS' Touched by an
Angel, one of America's most popular television dramas,
now in its fourth year. Dye, 34, portrays Andrew, the
angel of death, sent by God to escort people into the
beyond.
"John Dye has one of the hardest jobs in television,"
says executive producer Martha Williamson. "How do
you play a completely loving, hardly flawed character
week after week and keep yourself interesting?"
But Williamson, along with a league ofloyal fans,
agrees that Dye's acting skills bring realism to a role
that bespeaks the supernatural.
"John's strong personal beliefs turn some of TV's
most difficult dialogue into powerful truth, " says
Williamson. "John's genuine commitment to his role is
matched only by his genuine talent."
And Dye's talent is surpassed only by his perseverance. While pursuing a successful acting career,
Dye worked intermittently for more than 10 years on
his college degree. In 1996, he completed the course
requirements for a Bachelor of Fine Arts from The
UofM.
"It seemed very important as a statement to pay
my respects for the training and the time my professors gave me," Dye says. "They did a wonderful job of
instilling the craft in me. How else do you say 'thank
you' to those people who did it?"
Dye credits associate professor Joanna Helming
(M.A. '67) for her mentoring. "She instilled in me a lot
of respect for what we do and the importance of taking what you do seriously, but not taking yourself
too seriously. That advice has held me in good stead
over all these years."
Dye was serious enough about acting to discard
aspirations for a law career after spending a year at
Mississippi State University. He had made his theatrical debut in a high school production of The Sound
of Music in Amory, Miss., where he says he spent an idyllic childhood. "Amory really is the quintessential
small, Southern town," Dye muses.
In 1983, Dye transferred to Memphis, planning
to pick up some credits in the University's theatre
program and then move on to "some prestigious arts

6

league school" such as Yale or Juilliard. But the opportunities here attracted Dye.
"I really loved the program and the teachers, so I
just stayed put in Memphis," he says.
Dye performed in many University theatre productions, including the leads in As You Like It and Enter
Laughing. Helming recalls his first role in The Robber
Bridegroom: "John played a gooney bird, a dolt with a
blacked-out tooth."
Hollywood beckoned after Dye won a part in
1984's Making the Grade, a movie filmed at Rhodes
College. Months of auditions and knocking on doors in
California yielded few results, so Dye returned to
Memphis to continue his education.
"I had much more to learn," Dye says. "Going back
to school was the smartest thing I ever did in my youth."

THE UNIVERSITY OF MEMPHIS

"I go back to the trailer, look in the mirror
and say to myself, 'You're hanging out with
Janet Leigh? Hello?"'
As Dye's career has progressed, so has fan
recognition. One fan has developed an
"Official John Dye Web Page" on the Internet. Success can breed arroganc_e and
encourage outsized egos, but it hasn't spoiled
Dye, who finds the attention a bit overwhelming.
"I'm a spiritual person with private beliefs;
but anyone who thinks I'm an angel, I'm not,"
In 1984, Dye (at left) appeared at The U of M with Ken Zimmerman
(B.S. '68, M.A. '71) and Donna Kimball (B.FA. '85) in Enter Laughing. he says.
Active in issues concerning AIDS, homelessness and children, Dye devotes his enerThen Hollywood called, literally, for Dye to audition
gies to several favorite philanthropic organizations
for a part in a film. Back to California he went, and
when he's not working 12-hour days. Helming, his
roles soon followed.
mentor and friend, describes him as a modest person
Dye's feature film credits include Modern Girls
committed to righting some wrongs in the world.
(1986), Campus Man (1987), Best of the Best (1989)
"It's not about giving money; it's about giving
and The Perfect Weapon (1991). On television, Dye
your time," Dye says. "These issues pluck at your
played Pvt. Francis "Doc Hock" Hockenbury, a Vietnam
heartstrings. Being involved is part of our responsibiliWar pacifist in the late '80s series Tour of Duty. His
ties that go along with the privilege of being Americans."
TV credits also include starring roles in Hotel Malibu
Dye maintains strong ties to The U of M and
and Jack's Place as well as a guest-starring role in
his family. His parents, Jim and Lynn, and
Murder, She Wrote.
brothers, Jamey and J erre
Dye joined the cast of Touched by an Angel in
(B.F.A. '93), reside in
its second season. In 1996, he became a regular on
Tennessee.
the program. By this time, the series had begun
J erre is a freeto generate praise from fans and critics alike.
1an c e director
Today the show consistently captures top-10
and writer based
audience ratings. But continued excellence
in Memphis.
requires commitment and hard work from all
For now, home
involved in the production.
for John Dye is Los
Each episode typically takes about eight
Angeles, where he
days to shoot. Dye's workday, which begins
goes after a long
at 5:30 a .m., often lasts 12 to 14 hours.
workweek to "check in
"It makes for some long days with a lot
and water my roots."
of words crammed in your head," Dye
Dye has concentrated
says. "Unfortunately there's no dis- . Ye Per"
on
television and movie
lrz t/2
/ o,,rz
claimer under your close-up shot that
e Urzt 8 0it/2 1>
roles,
but he says he
' usua11y
ue,;sto, JJ1,
reads 'Please excuse Jo h n. H es
8 -<lOt/2Y l&r,
wouldn't mind trying live
0 ductiorz ; 0 rz 0E:.,q ,
better than this; he's just really tired. He just has to
theatre again. Perhaps a
rise to the occasion."'
>/131.J.s s · 8<tJ
stage
role will furnish that
top_
As demanding as his schedule is, the actor waxes
"big break" every actor envienthusiastic about his job. ''You come to work and you
sions.
just laugh all day. You work with other people who are
"I don't think I've had it yet, frankly," he says durof like minds. They're creative and very charming, so
ing the phone interview, part two. "I'm not one to sit back
there's a lot of good humor and a lot of fun on this
and rest. I'm always looking for the next challenge. But
set."
as far as the ... "
Dye has worked alongside James Earl Jones, Janet
The interview ends abruptly as Dye's professional
Leigh and many other screen luminaries during his bilobligations require his attention.
let with Touched by an Angel.
"Oh, am I on?" he asks. With genuine regret, Dye
"It's a great privilege to work with them and wildly
ends the conversation and hurries to the set. Even
exciting," he says. "They have the strength that comes
angels occasionally must operate within earthly conwith longevity. They're plugging and working as hard
straints. ♦
as they can. That's inspiring.
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IBOIDY & SOUIIL
A song you hear, a phrase that lingers, a poem that brings tears-it's the way we
communicate; it's the way we touch each other's lives. For members of the
University's Theatre and Dance Department, learning to use the body to communicate is the goal of teachers and students alike.

BY ALEXANDRA CATHERINE MA RTIN

Communication may involve more than
words or pictures or sounds. For dancers, the body
becomes the voice that speaks eloquently through
movement. For associate professor Moira Logan
and other s in the University's Department of
Theatre and Dance , the t ask lies in teaching students to create poetry with their movement
and develop the voice within.
"The body expresses itself through dance,"
explains Logan. "It is the way we sing with our
bodies."
FINDING A VOICE

Several years ago, Logan and fellow associat e professor Holly Lau establish ed a dance
company to serve as an outreach program for
the University. The ensemble group would not
only provide a training ground for advanced
dancers, but also explore dance as a creative performance medium.
"Voices," the nationally performing urban
Facing page: The epitome of controlled grace,
U of M students perform moues from Bachianna,
choreog raphed by underg raduate student and
professional ballerina Tan ia Castrouerde.
Members of the troupe are (from left) Kathleen
Moorhead, Castrouerde, Candice S alyers, J ean
M cMahon and Elisha Clark. (Photos by Frankee
Smith R ains)

WINTER 1998

outreach dance ensemble, performs locally for
Memphis City School students who have the
opportunity to see that college is not just about
football and porn pon squads. Often, the students
have never before experienced a live dance performance. The dance company has also performed
at the Memphis Botanic Gardens and the
Memphis Brooks Museum of Art, The group was
invited to perform in the Showcase of Tennessee
Dance Companies for the Tennessee Association
of Dance annual conference and Nashville's
Summer Lights Festival.
"Voices is a laboratory for students to experience the life of a professional dancer," explains
Lau. "It involves many hours of rehearsal and
performance." Although students often feel the
program is hard, their dedication allows them to
excel, says Lau.
Another remarkable accomplishment is the
student-generated dance concert held in the
fall. Dancers design the costumes, choreograph,
perform and publicize the performance. According
to Logan, this type of risk-taking is encouraged
to promote growth.
This year's concert, Momentum, was an
amalgamation of styles, colors and moods. Some
artists' pieces featured dark humor, such as
"Bleached Blonde," which involved the periodic decapitation of Barbie dolls. Other
dances were frenetic, as in "Walk, But

9

Led by an award-winning faculty, the University's film
students learn all aspects of filmmaking, from ereative development to practical techniques of film
production.

The
Image Makers
BY

Don't Forget to Water," where several dancers performed a series of different motions simultaneously; or graceful, such as "Bachianna," comprising
elegant dancers in white, flowing Grecian-style
attire.
COMPACT BUT COMPLETE
In addition to a strong dance faculty, the department supplements students' educations by exposing
them to professionals from the community and
throughout the country. This connection provides students with a foundation for finding employment after
graduation.
"Another vision that I had for the program was
to give students input and inspiration from other
sources," explains Logan.
Guests come from New York, the West Coast and
other universities and professional centers to perform, teach and create new choreography for the students.
With the desire to nurture the creative spirit in
others, Logan and Lau decided to focus on modern
dance, composition and choreography because it is
a field that one can pursue in college with a limited
dance background. "Modern dance is a good balance
between the technique and the expression," says Lau.
According to Lau, modern dance has historically
been the focus of most dance departments.
Logan believes that having a small program
\ allows students and faculty to grow close to one
another. "We get to know each other deeply and
appreciate each other," agrees Lau. "It feels like
a small community even though the University
is large." Lau also believes the creative nature
of the work fosters this closeness. "Moira and I
allow our emotions to enter into the working environment, and we encourage our students to do so
as well," says Lau.
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WORKING ON A SHOESTRING
The Friends of Dance Association, a support organization for the Department of Dance, has been successful in acquiring patrons and funds . With many
free performances, the organization often provides
the opportunity for contribution.
The department continues to seek funding
outside the University and has received grants
from the Memphis Arts Council, the Tennessee
Arts Commission and the Southern Arts Federation.
The University's Co-sponsorship Committee
has also helped fund dance department programs. This cooperation has enabled guest artists
to share their expertise. Logan says dance, as
with the fine arts in general, has always been
poor. "We are used to doing things on a shoestring,"
she says.
DANCE AS A WAY OF LIVING
Enrollment in the dance department is higher
than ever, according to Logan. She attributes the
increase to the way the personal nature of dance
totally engages the student. "Somehow it connects
with something in our spirits and hearts that is really necessary at this time in our lives, in our collective lives," explains Logan. ''You can't just sit in the
back of the classroom and take notes; you have to be
fully present."
Dance alumni are involved in a variety of fields,
from university teaching and physical therapy to studio ownership and management. "What I am proud
ofis that our students have been able to make a living for themselves and a contribution to others
through dance," says Logan.
"While they may not make a lot of money, they
are not starving: they are engaged in satisfying, creative work and doing what they love." ♦
THE UNIVERSITY OF MEMPHIS

WANTED: Dreamers and documentarians with the salesmanship of Lee
Iacocca and the management skills of
General Norman Schwartzkopf. Must
have artistic vision, boundless energy, dedication and enthusiasm.
Persistence and sense of creativity a must. The ideal candidate
will have a special flair for
storytelling and will be able
to work independently.
Must be able to deal with
disappointment and long
hours spent alone in the dark.
An intense joy and love for the job
is also important.

SOUND DAUNTING? While most
University of Memphis students worry
about writing papers and taking tests,
the University's film students are busy
coordinating actors' schedules, managing film crews, writing screenplays
and staring at flickering images in
the darkness of an editing room-all
for the love offilmmaking.
"You have to love it," says David
Appleby, a professor who has been
with the film department for 20 years.
"Filmmaking can be painful in terms
of the long days and hard work and disappointment when things don't turn
out as you hoped. But it can be incredibly rewarding at the same time. If you
are going to work in the field, you
have to get pleasure from the process
as well as the product."
With help from the University's
award-winning faculty, film students
learn all aspects of the discipline,
from creative development to pracWINTER 1998

AMY
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CLARKSON

tical techniques of film production.
And the work-the hours in the editing room, the personal sacrifice-has
paid off for both students and faculty.

F aculty members in the film
department have received national
recognition for their work. Three
professors, Dr. Allison Graham,
Steven Ross and Appleby,
received an Emmy nomina, tion for their documentary on
the Memphis sanitation workers' strike and the assassination
of Dr. Martin Luther King Jr. Called
At the River I Stand, the critically
acclaimed film was broadcast nationwide on PBS.
"They are a talented crew," says Dr.
Richard Ranta, dean of the College of
Communication and Fine Arts.
"The faculty is outstanding
and the professionalism
that they bring to
both their scholarly, creative
work and to their
classes makes
them successful. I
think the city is fortunate to have a
really outstanding
program situated
here."

Ross produced The Old Forest, a
film that examines the distinctions
between aristocratic and working families in the South during the
Depression. The recent winner of a
Southern Regional Visiting Artist
Fellowship, Ross is currently working
on a new film about a 1939 nonviolent
protest by Missouri sharecroppers.
Appleby and Graham are working on
a documentary about a landmark
1955 school integration battle.
Other faculty members have also
been recognized for their work.
Professor Roxana Gee (M.A. '73) won
a National Award of Excellence for a
film on The University of
Memphis. Gee also
produced the
Spirit of
Africa

video used in
conjunction with an art collection in the University's Art
Museum. David Liban, the newest
member of the production faculty, has
won awards at a number of national
festivals for his short film Friction.

A ppleby says the University's
film students are also garnering
11

national recognition. "Recently,
we've had several student films
win awards at the national level,"
he says. "And to be rewarded
after hard work-that makes it
all worthwhile."
Winning accolades doesn't
come without personal sacrifice.
Successful film students don't
wile away their weekends at
football games or parties. Instead, they work 16-hour days
with equipment rented at their
own expense to make films. "They
have to have a lot of energy,"
observes Appleby. "It seems
like a glamorous thing to be
doing. You're immediately identified as an artist. But when
students go out and actually
start making a film, many say
it is the hardest thing they've
ever tried to do."

are interested in the world
around them."

The

University's liberal arts
focus holds special importance in
the film curriculum. Instead of
specializing in one particular
area, U of M students learn a
variety of skills associated with
film production. "An apprentice
system is a wonderful thing if you
know specifically what you want
to do," Appleby says. "If you want

to be a film editor, then you
apprentice with a film editor.
Here, we teach editing, but you
also learn screenwriting, camera work, producing, directing
and distribution. I think knowing
the whole thing helps people
decide what they do best. They
can do more than somebody who
has only been trained in one
small area."
The methods the faculty uses
to teach film are liberating, says

recent graduate Bobby Anderson
(M.A. '97). Students learn early
that traditional, Hollywood methods of creating films don't always
fit their particular visions.
Because faculty members promote artistic freedom, students
learn to develop their own creative
styles. "The faculty teach you the
technical aspects and give you
technical hints," Anderson says.
"But these are only the tools to tell
a story. The actual story-the

D rawn to the glamour and
romance of Hollywood, some students study film longing to be the

"Most people look at
film and video and have
no clue about what
treme1Ulous commitment
it is and how demanding
the task can be."

0

riginal
ideas and creative
vision combined
with technology
are what making films is all
about, says Appleby. The film
industry is currently experiencing

an explosion in technology-digital film, video cameras, new editing practices. But the essentials
of filmmaking are unchanged.
"For a long time, we used 100year-old technology. Film had
not changed much in terms of
equipment or techniques,"
Appleby says. "All of a sudden, we
are talking about digital technology; we are talking about
films distributed on the World
Wide Web. But the basics remain
the same. We are addressing
human concerns, human needs,
through sounds and images. You
don't base your education on
how to use a piece of equipment. What you need to know
goes well beyond the equipment
you use."
U niversity of Memphis film
students gain more than technical skills, agrees Ranta. Not only
do they increase their proficiencies in certain areas; they also
learn other valuable lessons.
"They will learn that you can't do
it alone," he says. "Filmmaking is
not a solo operation. You have to
put a good team of people together. You have to learn people skills
and approaches to things that
are beyond your own individual
abilities. That's the reason all
those credits run at the end of
the film. Most people look at film
and video and have no clue about
what tremendous commitment it
is and how demanding the task
can be." ♦

next Academy Award winner.
Others strive to change the
world's view with moving documentaries. All, Appleby says,
study film within the context of
larger issues. "I think four-year,
liberal arts universities are excellent places to teach film. They
teach production within the context of arts, humanities and the
sciences, which is exactly where
it belongs. We hope that by teaching film in a university, we are
going to find filmmakers who
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entity that is
going to make
people smile ,
laugh or crythat's up to you."

"The faculty t;each you the
technical aspects and give you
t;echnical hints. But these are
only the tools to t;ell a story. The
actual story-the entity that is
going to make people smile,
laugh or cry-that's up to you."
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produced many outstanding performers. But in the ensuing decades, the program languished.
Johnson, who founded the Middle America Opera
Apprentice Program at the University of Missouri,
immediately set to work revitalizing The U of M's
program. As a newcomer to The University of Memphis, he was chagrined when only three people showed
up for his first opera workshop. This year, 22 students

''When I came here, I said
that we'll do productions with
all students in them.
If community people want to
be in our opera, they need to
enroll in school."

ing sessions and master classes and getting to know
the scholarship students. "Memphis used to be one of
the real hotbeds for singers. I suspect it still is, but
it needs to be cultivated," says Rudi Scheidt, a member of the University's Board of Visitors and former
president of Opera Memphis. "We're hopeful that this
will be built into one of the premier voice programs
around."
The Scheidts' gift allows the University to bring
Robinson to campus a couple of days each month for
master classes and private instruction. "I came to
The U of M mostly because of Gail Robinson," admits
Karen Schowalter, a Hohenberg-Scheidt doctoral student who was a national finalist in the Chicago Lyric
Opera and Met auditions this year.
Schowalter, a lyric mezzo-soprano from New
Orleans, says the opera director also strengthens the
program. "Dr. Johnson is bringing reality into academia," she observes. "He's being very aggressive, lining up auditions for us and bringing in professionals.
At his insistence, the Nashville opera company came
here and held auditions for one of their performances. He also brought the cast of Opera Memphis'
Madame Butterfly to our opera theatre class one day.

enrolled for the class. "I had three graduate assistants
when I got here," Johnson says. "Now I have a
dozen."
Like a phoenix rising from the ashes, the
University's ailing opera program is being
transformed through the beneficence of Rudi
and Honey Hohenberg Scheidt.
Encouraged by the University's hiring of
Johnson as opera director and by the president's
support of the opera program, the Scheidts have
infused funding that is bringing national recognition to the University. Last spring, the nationally distributed Opera News announced the
appointment of a Hohenberg-Scheidt distinguished visiting artist, publicized the program's scholarships and advertised for a U of
M opera coach.
Gail Robinson ('66), former Metropolitan
Opera diva who now directs the Met's
Young Artists Program, agreed to serve as
visiting artist. After a national search,
Michael Borowitz was named coach-accompa- Hohenberg-Scheidt student artist Michael Williams (at left) practices
nist for the program. Students nationwide with opera coach and accompanist Michael Borowitz.
vied for Hohenberg-Scheidt scholarships
during auditions. The scholarships, consisting of full
Dr. Johnson's always hustling, trying to get exposure
tuition plus stipends ranging up to $8,000, attracted
for the students."
high-caliber students from as far away as Canada.
"Michael has brought enthusiasm and expertise
"We want our program to be at the highest level,"
to build up our program," says Dr. Richard Ranta,
Johnson says. "To compete for graduate students on a
dean of the College of Communication and Fine Arts. "He
national basis, you have to have scholarship money
has strong, high standards. Because of Michael and
available. The Hohenberg-Scheidt program has done that
our other fine voice faculty, we have attracted many
for us ."
excellent students."
Avid opera lovers, the Scheidts are hands-on
Johnson makes a concerted effort to find opporphilanthropists, attending University auditions, coachtunities for students to perform. In November, 19
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Honey Hohenberg Scheidt (at left) takes a personal interest in the program, attending a recent master class
with visiting artist Gail Robinson and student Ebony Preston. Below: Student Tod Taylor performs.

t

students participated in the two performances of
The Marriage of Figaro. The students are currently
preparing for an April performance of Georges Bizet's
Carmen. Unlike his predecessors, Johnson refuses to give
choice roles to community members. "When I came
here, I said that we'll do productions with all students
in them," he says. "If community people want to be in
our opera, they need to enroll in school. And that's
what happened in a couple of instances."
The opera director does not eschew community
involvement, however. He has cultivated a solid
relationship with Opera Memphis and is working with director Michael Ching on a joint production to be presented in February. The
collaborative effort, two one-act operas,
will be performed as part of the
University's New Music Festival. Several
students also sang in Opera Memphis'
production of Madame Butterfly in October.
"The reciprocal arrangement we have,
albeit informal, benefits both the
University and the opera company," says
Music Department chair Glenn Chandler.
Chandler believes the University is
well on its way to becoming a national force
in the training of opera singers. "We have
people calling us from all over the country
asking, 'What's going on with your opera
program? I'm hearing great things about
it!"' he says. "Part of what we're doing-with
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the Hohenberg-Scheidt scholars, the addition of Michael
Johnson, Michael Borowitz and Gail Robinson-is building an image. And with the image comes the applications.
The bigger pool of applicants you have for programs, the
more selective you can be. And then everything
snowballs. As you are successful, success builds success."
Johnson, a graduate of the world's largest opera

''We're hopeful that this
will be built up into one
of the premier voice
programs around."
school, believes The University of Memphis has the
potential for greatness. His aspiration is for students
to mention The U of M in conjunction with institutions like The J uilliard School and Johnson's alma
mater, Indiana University. "If we're going to have a
music department and we're going to prepare professional musicians, we want our programs to compete
at the highest level," he says. "That's the edict. It represents the direction of the University as a whole.
There's no reason Memphis can't be a major player
in this industry." ♦
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The University of Memphis' performing
arts programs enrich the arts community
on local, national and international
levels. Award-winning actors, plays,
musicians and programs designed to
heighten community involvement have
put the University's performing arts on
center stage.

BY

GREG

ooking for a hotbed of culturally enriching proms? Don't travel to New York or Chicago. Or
11..,.....;.....1award-winning actors, directors, producers and
musicians? Not Los Angeles. Instead, pull up a chair,
relax and consider the artful offerings The University
of Memphis has to share.
"At The University of Memphis, you can get a
great education in the arts without having to live in
New York to do it," says Dr. Richard Ranta, founding
dean of the College of Communication and Fine Arts.
From internationally acclaimed performers to highly lauded music programs to a "gem" of a theatre program, the University offers educational experiences and
culturally enriching programs to both students and the
community.
The theatre program exemplifies the high caliber
of arts at The U ofM. "There is an outstanding theatre
department here," says Ranta. "We have a major gem.
It has been singled out as one of the top programs in the

RUSSELL

nation, particularly in theatre design and directing."
Musically, according to department chair Dr. B.
Glenn Chandler, the University's internationally
renowned faculty and staff have pushed the program
"head and shoulders" above others in the Mid-South."
The primary strength of any department is its faculty,
because music students don't go to study at the institution as much as they go to study with a particular faculty member," Chandler explains. "So our student body
is the result of an outstanding faculty that in essence
brought them here to study."
Chandler says the music program has another
important distinguishing quality. ''This institution is the
only one in the state of Tennessee that offers a doctorate in music," Chandler says. "That is a very important
statement in itself."
Whether locally or internationally, the University's
presence is well-established on stage, behind the scenes,
in the community and in the classroom.
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Above: Bedecked in the splendor befitting royalty is Ravyn Wilson, who portrayed Titania,
queen of the fairies, in A Midsummer Night's Dream during fall semester. Facing page:
liundreds of children come to campus to study violin, cello and piano as part of the Suzuki
music program. U of M students in brass ensembles, orchestras and the marching band perform for thousands of people each year. (Photos by Frankee Smith Rains)
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NEW M USIC, NEW R ECORDINGS

What better place to experiment with new music
than a university campus? That is what organizers had
in mind when the University began its Imagine New
Music Festival several years ago, which focuses on
local and national performers and composers. From more
than 600 musical scores submitted, approximately 50
pieces will be performed at this year's festival in
February. The Memphis Symphony Orchestra and the
Cavani Quartet from the Cleveland Institute of Music will
also perform.
"This is one of the oldest New Music festivals in the
country, and people literally from around the world know
about it," says Chandler.
The University's High Water Recording Company
and its reissues of authentic blues music have generated international excitement. With one of its releases being named CD of the month in Brussels, the
recording label's catalog features early and unreleased
recordings by R.L. Burnside and Junior Kimbrough plus
several Handy Award-nominated and winning records.
The recording company's producer, Dr. David Evans, is
considered by many to be the world's leading academic
authority on blues.
WHEN IN ROME

Exhibiting their theatrical talents in a campus production last fall were U of M students (from left) Jenny Hollingsworth,
Brian Andrew Helm, David Shipley and Larry Riley Jr. (Photo by Frankee Smith Rains)

O N S TAGE AND S CREEN

From the Tony-award winning star of film and
stage Michael Jeter (B.F.A. '74) to former Designing
Women star Dixie Carter, the presence of University
alumni is felt throughout the entertainment world.
Some former U ofM students who have enjoyed success
in Hollywood are John Dye (B.F.A. '96) of Touched by an
Angel; Stella Stevens ('61 ) who starred in The Nutty
Professor, Girls! Girls! Girls! and The Poseidon Adventure;
William Sanderson (B.B.A. '68, J.D. '71 ) who played the
scruffy Larry on N ewhart; and Chris Ellis (B.A. '74) of
Apollo 13 and That Thing You Do!
"Coast to coast, you can find producers, actors and
actresses and people in all aspects of theatre who have
come through our program," says Robert Hetherington,
chair of theatre and dance. And locally, University students and graduates perform in productions at Circuit
Playhouse and Playhouse on the Square.
"If all the U of M theatre alums were to fall over
dead tomorrow, theatre in Memphis would be a very difficult thing to happen," says Hetherington, who twice won
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the Guthrie Award for his work at the Stratford Festival
in Canada.
Professor Gloria Baxter (B.A. '65), who adapts prose
fiction and non-fiction for the stage, also has brought
attention to the theatre department from work abroad.
She was commissioned by the State Department to lecture in France and recently had a production at the
Edinburgh Festival in Scotland.
IN THE S POTLIGHT

The University annually presents critically acclaimed
theatre and dance productions. Last season's A
Midsummer Night's Dream, directed by associate
professor Anita Jo Lenhart, played to capacity crowds and
received rave reviews.
Colored Museum, the University's first all AfricanAmerican cast mainstage production, premieres this
spring, followed by Federico Garcia Lorca's dark and lyrical vision Blood Wedding . A gala dance concert will also
feature the talents of U of M dancers and the choreography of faculty and guest artists .
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M usic MAKERS
Three music faculty members recently brought
acclaim to the University with the release of CDs: John
Chiego, Dr. Lily Afshar and Dr. John David Peterson.
Chiego, a bass player, has toured nationally and internationally and was an invited guest recitalist at the
International Bass Symposium in Houston last year. Of
classical guitarist Afshar, The Washington Post_wrote,
"Afshar has the delicate touch and the keen concentration that characterizes the best guitarists .... " Peterson,
an accomplished pianist and organist, is renowned for
co-editing the Concordia edition of J. S. Bach's
Orgelbuhlein and has performed the complete solo
organ works of Bach in a 15-recital series.
CERUTI AT CARNEGIE

The University's Ceruti Quartet stepped into the
limelight last year with a concert at New York's Carnegie
Hall. Acclaimed by The New York Concert Review, the
members were singled out for being "stylistically and
instrumentally compatible" producing a resonance
"attractively smooth and elegantly in tune ."
The four-member group , consisting of violinists
Susan Waterbury and Kathleen Powell, violist Lenny
Schranze and cellist Peter Spurbeck, is in high demand
nationwide. The quartet also performs in high schools and
recruits for the music department.

Two faculty members in
the College of Communication
and Fine Arts have been
SOUND FUZION AND BRASS .ENSEMBLE
One of several performing
awarded the prestigious Prix
ensembles at the University,
de Rome, an international
Sound Fuzion is one of the
distinction that thousands
University's most visible perapply for each year but few
forming entities. Throughout the
attain. Dr. Kamran Ince,
one of today's most exciting
state, the octet performs popular
music at high school recruiting
and original composers;
efforts and is widely known as one
and Dr. Fred Albertson,
of the top university performing
associate professor of art,
ensembles in the South.
have received the award.
"Ensembles are like the musiInce's work has been percal showcase groups; they are the
formed by orchestras in Th c,
e erut ·
window into the department,"
Chicago; Istanbul, Kathleen l Quartet (fro
Chandler
says. "When you see a good
Turkey; San Francisco Spurbeck. Powell, Susa':
Lenny S: h
and Lithuania. He also
aterbur
c ranze ensemble, it is a barometer of the
Y and p
'
is a winner of a Guggenheim Fellowship
eter department."
Internationally, the University is welland the Lili Boulanger Prize. Considered a leading
represented through its Brass Ensemble
authority in art history, Albertson focuses particularly
tour, which exposes students to performances and travon ancient architecture.
Noted film director Steven Ross is currently in Rome,
el abroad. Last summer, the group of students and fachaving won the Southern Arts Federation/American
ulty members performed in England, Scotland and the
Academy in Rome Prize. Ross and other film faculty
Netherlands. Performances in Prague and other eastern
members created At The River I Stand, a documentary
European cities are scheduled for this year.
on the Memphis sanitation workers' strike and the
assassination of Dr. Martin Luther King Jr. It won
C UTTJNG•.EDGE 'l'ECHN0WGY
national acclaim, an Emmy nomination and a nationThe University's commercial music program moved
to the academic forefront when it became the first
wide broadcast on PBS.

(:/tJ:
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educational institution in the world to install the
Libra Digital Music Production Console. The Libra
blends elements of traditional console design with the
newest digital and computer-control technologies. It is
part of a $285,000 package of improvements designed to
renovate the commercial music recording studio facilities.
"The installation of this equipment will enable the
Commercial Music Program to sustain its ability to attract
and retain quality students, to attract quality faculty and
to maintain its position as a leading program of audio education," says Chandler.
C0MMUNJTY O UTREACH

University's students and teachers alike augment
their study and research by sharing their talents locally and throughout the region. Dance department members recently demonstrated this generosity while
performing Phenomenal Woman and Phenomenal
Movement at area high schools.
The University frequently plays ho st to the
Tennessee State High School Thespian Conference.
Coordinated by associate professor Joanna Helming
(M.A. '67), thespian troupes from around the state perform, attend lectures and receive instruction from faculty.
The faculty also serve as guest artists and consultants
for the college's adopted schools, Colonial Middle School
and Overton High School.
The University's marching band, the "Mighty Sound
of the South," performs before thousands of people each
year, entertaining the community while providing its more
than 200 members a welcomed educational opportunity.

Mus1c FOR TOTS

The University's interaction with the local community is nowhere better illustrated than through its
Suzuki string program. More than 200 students ranging
from toddlers to teens study violin, cello and piano on
The U of M campus.
"A program such as this helps make us good citizens of the community because it provides opportunities for the residents of Memphis," says Chandler
of the program recognized as one of the best Suzuki
programs in the country. "And it is important in that
we are training students at an early age, giving them
certain opportunities they otherwise
may not have . In
terms of those who
are exceptionally talented, if we catch
them early enough ,
the training that
we give them may
one day help them
become professional
musicians."
The University's
Orff Sh ul werk
teacher-training
program is also recognized as one of the
finest in the country, attracting individuals from around the world. The program, taught
at three levels and a master class, features the pedagogical style of teaching developed by composer Carl
Orff in the early 1900s. Orff stressed teaching music
to children in a systematic yet fun fashion.
"We are a leader in this field and it really does
enhance our department's reputation for training music
teachers," says Chandler.
The University also offers a kindermusik program
and programs for traditional lessons, which boost entire
community enrollment to nearly 600.
THE LIST GOES O N ...

The achievements of The U of M's performing arts
faculty, alumni and students are as diverse as the
University community itself. By providing a venue for
productions, an outlet for experience and an opportunity to learn from seasoned professionals, the University enriches the world of culture- across its
campus, throughout the nation and beyond. Solidly
grounded on center stage, The U of M's performing
arts programs continue to s hine. ♦

Upcoming Events in the Performing Arts
Events, which are
free and held on
campus unless otherwise noted, are
subject to change.
Call 678-2541
for concert information and 6782576 for theatre
and Janee information. Musical
performances are
held at Harris
Auditorium unless
otherwise specified.
Feb. 11-15
New Music Festival
Imagine '98 featuring:
Contemporary Chamber Players, Feb. 11, 8
p.m.; Memphis Symphony Orchestra, Feb.
12, 8 p.m.; Chamber
Music Players, Feb. 13,
3 p.m.; Opera by U of
M & Opera Memphis,
Feb. 13, 8 p.m.; bassist
John Chiego, Feb. 14,
1 p.m.; Cavani String
Quartet, Feb. 14, 8
p.m., admission
charged; Opera by
U ofM Opera &
Opera Memphis, Feb.
15, 3 p.m.

Feb. 13 & 15
One-Act Operas: The
Power ofXingu & Roman Fever. Call 6783073 for tickets.

Feb. 16
Concert: Memphis
Brass Quintet. 8 p.m.

Feb. 17
Concerts
International:
Guarneri Quartet.
Temple Israel. 8 p.m.
Call 527-3067 for
tickets.

Feb. 22
Community Music
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School Wmds &
Percussion Students
Mini-recital. Music
Building, Room 1 I 3.
2:30 p.m.

Concert: Memphis
Youth String Orchestra & Ensemble: ''All
Strings." 3 p.m. Donation requested.

Feb.23
Concert: University
Symphony Orchestra
featuring Dr. Lily
Afshar. 8 p.m.
Feb. 25
U of M Concert &
Varsity Bands Performance. 7:30 p.m.

Hicli Scho<;>l. Festival

I April 3

semble: Sound Fuzion.

! Recital. 8 p.m.

8p.m.

Southern Comfort
Jazz Band with Bill
Mobley, March 7,

l A ril 3-11

admission charged;

& <'.:ompetttton,
March 7, 8:30 a.m.;

7:30 p.m., admission
charged.

March9
Concert: Memphis
Civic Orchestra Noel
Gilbert Scholarship.
8 p.m. Donation
requested.

March3-7
Jazz Week featuring:
Adjunct Faculty
&
Graduate Students Concert, March
3, 7:30 p.m.; Jazz
Combos International Association
of Jazz Educators
Night, March 4, 7:30
p.m.; Faculty Jazz
Players & Jazz
Singers, March 5, 7:30
p.m.; Blue
Ascendance Jazz
Band & the Harold
Danko Quartet,
March 6, 7:30 p.m.,

1 April 26
1 Concert: Camerata
j April 6
1 Singers & Chamber
l Concert: Ceruti String 1 Orchestra. St. Mary's
j Quartet. 8 p.m.
j Cathedral, 692 Poplar
Ave. 4:30 p.m.
1 April 7
1 Concerts Internal tional: I Musici de
Concert: "New
l Montreal. Temple
Sounds" by U of M
ch:arged.

I

March 12

1 April 13
I Conce~: Memehis
1 Woodwmd Qwntet.

April 27
Concert: U of M
Percussion Ensemble.

March 14-15

March 1
Community Music
School Suzuki String
Recital. 3 p.m.

j

I

composers. 8 p.m.

Theatre. 8 p.m.;
March I at 2:30 p.m.
only. Admission
charged.

Feb. 28
Concert: U of M
Honor Bands. 3 p.m.

1 8 p.m. Admission

Israel. 8 p.m. Call 527!l 3067
for tickets.

Concert: University
Brass Ensemble. 8

p.m.

j Pby: Blood Wedl ding. Studio Theatre.

1 April 25
1 Sam Viviano Studio
Recital. 7:30 p.m.

March 11
Concert: Joanne
Uniatowski, mezzo
soprano. 8 p.m.

Feb. 26-March 1
&March3-7
Play: Colored
Museum. Main

Feb.27
Concert: Symphonic
Wind Ensemlile. 3

l Joan Gilbert Studio

p.m.

Community Music
School Suzuki String
Recitals. 2:30 p.m.

! 8p.m.

l April 15-16
1 Chamber Music
l Festival. Art Museum.
1 12:30 p.m. on April
1 15; 11:30 a.m. on

&4p.m.

I

March 23

1 April 17-18

Concert: Memphis
Area Youth Wmd
Symphony. 7:30

1 Opera: Carmen. 8
1 (?,ID. Call 678-3073

p.m.

March 27
Concert: Nicholas
Goluses. 8 p.m.

j

April 16.

for tickets.

1 April 20
1 Concert: Blue Ascend1 ance and U of M Jazz
Singers. 7:30 p.m.

I

March 29
Community Music
School Winds &
Percussion Minirecital. Music

I Avril 22

Building, Room
113. 2:30 p.m.

1 Varsity Bands Perfor-

March30
Concert: University
Symphony Orchestra.
8p.m.

April 1
Student Ensembles:
Jazz Combos. 7:30
p.m.

April 2
Concert: Faculty Jazz
Players. 8 p.m.

\ April 21
i Concert: Southern
j Comfort. 7:30 p.m.
1 lf of M Concert &

j mance. 7:30 p.m.
i April 22-25
.

l Dance Concert with
1 guest artists. Main
Theatre. 8 p.m.

l
I April 23

1 Concert: U of M
1 Symphonic Wind
Ensemble. 8 p.m.

j

1 April 24
l Student Vocal En-

Communication &
Fine Arts Building.
Room 137. 8 p.m.

Concert: University
Singers. 8 p.m.

1 April 2s
l Concert: University
p.m.

May2-4, 9
Community Music
School Programs:
Suzuki Piano Recital,
May 2, 10 a.m.; Suzuki
String Concert, May 3,
3 p.m.; Applied Piano
Division Recitals, May
4, 6:30 p.m.; Suzuki
Piano Recital, May 9,
l0a.m.

May17
Community Music
School Wmds & Percussion Students Minirecital. Music Building.
Room 113. 2:30 p.m.
May IS
( Concert: Memphis
I Area Youth Wind
1 Symphony. 7:30 p.m.
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eep in the bowels of the
Music Building, 30 people
are held captive by the sheer
power of a woman's presence.
Students and faculty hang onto each
word of diva-cum-professor Gail
Robinson, who apologizes for her
excitement.
"Forgive me if I enthusiastically vocalize," says Robinson ('66),
after singing an impromptu duet
with a student during a master
class. Moments later, she helps graduate student Tod Taylor refine a
selection from The Magic Flute: "I
need more facets on the diamond. I
need more exuberance," says
Ro bins on, who sang at the
Metropolitan Opera for two decades
and now directs the Met's Young
Artists Program and the National
Council Auditions. Under her tutelage, Taylor's next rendition is
brighter, livelier and more polished.
Laughing, Robinson pats senior
Brenda Frye's stomach during a discussion of breathing techniques.
Then she segues into a commentary
on Verdi's Pace, Pace Mio Dio: "Taste
the words. It's poetry; express it," she
tells Frye.
"Once she started working with
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MARSHBURN

me, I really didn't realize there was
at the high end of the vocal range. "In
anybody else in the room," says
a half hour, she gave me a new
Frye, a dramatic soprano who is
approach to singing my coloratura,"
earning a degree in organizational leadership in
THREE DECADES AGO, DIVA GAIL ROBINSON
the performing arts. "I was
trying to concentrate on BEGAN AN ILLUSTRIOUS PERFORMANCE CAREER
what she was trying to tell
me because I had such a THAT TOOK HER TO THE STAGES OF OPERA
short amount of time to HOUSES FROM N EW YORK TO EUROPE. Now
spend with her."
With her return to The SHE HAS COME FULL CIRCLE, RETURNING HOME
University of Memphis,
TO LEND HER VAST EXPERIENCE TO LJ OF M STURobinson has come full circle. After working 31 years DENTS HOPING TO FOLLOW IN HER FOOTSTEPS.
for the Metropolitan Opera
Company, she has agreed
to lend her expertise to students at
says Schowalter of their first coachher alma mater as a Hohenberging session. "Next month, when she
Scheidt distinguished visiting artist.
comes back, she's going to say, 'Okay,
Once a month, Robinson flies from
do what I showed you last month.' So
New York to Memphis to conduct
I'm practicing all the time.''
master classes, coach students indiRobinson's involvement in the
vidually and help cast University
students' training is intended to
operas.
supplement the weekly instruction
Hohenberg-Scheidt scholar
they receive from University faculKaren Schowalter chose The U ofM
ty. "I'm not here to teach you," she
for her doctoral studies because of
says to a group of students during a
Robinson's involvement in the promaster class. "We have to keep an
gram. A mezzo-soprano, Schowalter
open dialogue with your teachers. I
is working with Robinson on colsimply want to share what I've
oratura, the florid, ornamental music
learned over three decades develop-
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ing singers on an extremely high
level. I expect to learn as much
from this relationship as each of you
does."
Her friendliness and her willingness to learn from the teaching
experience have helped Robinson
establish an immediate rapport with
students. "She's so easy to work
with," Schowalter says. ''You walk in
the door and you're comfortable."
Robinson believes her experiences at The U of M as a young
singer have also helped her relate to
today's students. "The singers identify with me and appreciate my
background because they know I've
stood in their shoes," she says. "The
problems they bring to me are, in
many instances, problems that I
experienced and solved one way or
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another at some point in my career."
Robinson's background is also
inspirational to students hoping to
get that elusive "big break" in
singing. "The U of M provided the
only training I ever got," says

Robinson of her preparation for the
Met.
Although she began studying
voice during her high school years in
Jackson, Tenn., Robinson did not see
an opera until she was 18 years old.
During her freshman year at The
U of M (then Memphis State

University), she sang in the chorus
of a campus production of Mignon.
"That was the first time I had been
on stage and involved in this allencompassing art form. It was exhilarating," recalls Robinson.
During her sophomore year, she
landed her first leading role, as
Fiordiligi in Casi Fan Tutte. Her
voice professor, Minaperle Taylor,
suggested that she enter the Met's
National Council Auditions so that
she could gain experience singing on
stage before a judge. Robinson was
19, the minimum age to enter the
competition.
She won.
"I remember sitting backstage
with all the other contestants the
day we arrived in New York for the
competition," she says. "We were
given a form to fill out about
our background and our
preparation. I was sitting
between two older singers,
who were writing volumes
about their experiencesthe roles they had done and
the places they had performed. I had just three little sentences about things
that I had done at the
University.
"It was a wonderful sendoff, and I think my training
at The University of
Memphis was very good. I'm
quite indebted to the school."
The young singer was invited to join the Metropolitan Opera Studio, a training
program similar to the one
she currently administers.
She hesitated to accept a
Met contract, because she
was committed to finishing
her degree. The assistant
manager of the Met convinced her to participate in
the program during the
summer. "He was a crafty
old fox," says Robinson. "I
agreed to do that and I was
caught. Where better to
train for what I wanted to
do than within the walls of
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Robinson shares her
expertise with U of M
students during a
recent master class in
the Music Building.
(Photo by Frankee
Smith Rains)

the Metropolitan Opera Company?
So I stayed."
In 1970, she made her
Metropolitan debut with a minor role
in Mozart's Die Zauberflote; later
that year, she served as understudy
for Roberta Peters. When the diva
became ill, Robinson sang the title
role in Donizetti's Lucia di
Lammermoor. For the next two
decades, she sang with the Met and
other opera houses throughout the
world.
Robinson performed more than
20 leading roles at the Met, including Gilda in Verdi's Rigoletto, Norina
in Donizetti's Don Pasquale,
Constanze in Mozart's Die
Entfiihrung aus dem Serail, Rosina
in Rossini's Il Barbiere di Siuiglia,
and Pamina in Mozart's Die
Zauberflote. She appeared as a guest
artist with many of the country's
leading symphony orchestras and
performed with numerous opera
companies, including those in
Hamburg, Munich, Geneva,
Philadelphia, Chicago and
Vancouver.
Robinson was able to strike a
balance between vocation and family. Her husband, Renno Lohmeyer,
and their children, Patrick and
Jennifer, were her chief priorities. "I
did not want to sacrifice family to be
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traveling internationally too much,"
recalls Robinson . "The Met found
enough for me to do that I could basically stay at home. So my career was
largely an American career and primarily a Metropolitan Opera career."
In 1986, a debilitating case of
rheumatoid arthritis forced Robinson
to retire from the stage. "It had gotten to the point that the physical
pain of performing was taking away
the joy of singing," she says. But as

n
one door closed, another opened.
Robinson became director of the programs that had given her a start in
the business: the National Council
Auditions and the Young Artist
Development Program .
Her dual position demands
constant travel, keen administrative skills and the ability to be an
incisive judge. The auditions involve
about 2,000 singers annually. After
advancing through various regional
levels, about 25 singers compete in
the national finals in New York each
spring. Robinson travels around
the country judging the regional

auditions. The other program she
coordinates allows her to incorporate
her coaching skills as well. The
Met's Young Artist Development
Program is an intensive threeyear training program for a select
group of 10 singers and three
pianists.
"I'm very happy," Robinson says.
"I had a long and very satisfying
singing career; now, I have a second
career as an administrator. I've
acquired skills through this job that
maybe I didn't have before."
When she coaches students at
her alma mater, Robinson brings all
her years of experience to the task.
"I'm empowered with skills due to
the fact that I was a singer on the
Met stage for two decades," says
Robinson. "It taught me things that
I would like to give back to the
singers."
Thirty-one years ago, Robinson
came to campus as a studious young
singer, eager to learn from her professors. Then she left to follow her
dreams, performing at the White
House and in the world's most fabulous opera houses. Now she has
come home again. A new generation
of aspiring singers is benefiting from
the alumna's talents, experience and
beneficence in this, her latest, encore
performance. ♦
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NEWS BITS

Mastering Destiny
The University of Memphis has
begun an innovative program to allow
students to design their own master's
degree programs. The new Master of
Arts in Liberal Studies degree is intended for mature adults who are interested in combining courses in the
humanities, arts and social sciences.
Faulty Funds
The Center for Earthquake
Research and Information will play a
key role in the new Mid-America
research consortium, according to the
National Science Foundation. Creation
of the consortium will mean as much as
$1.5 million in new funding for CERI
during the next five years.

Granted
Two projects in the College of
Education have been renewed with
$300,000 in grants. The U.S.
Department of Education approved a
$100,000 Title I grant to renew a project involving education professors in
developing improvement plans for 42
schools in Memphis and West
Tennessee. The DeWitt-Wallace
Reader's Digest Fund approved a
$200,000 grant to continue the college's innovative method of preparing
candidates for teaching licenses.

Bucks for Books
An additional $250,000 was allocated to University Libraries to upgrade
and increase library holdings. The
increase in funding was made possible
by the rise in enrollment last fall. Dr.
Lester Pourciau, director of libraries,
said the money will be applied to the
purchase of approximately 4,550 books.

Team Players
The Mid-South Minority Business
Council recognized The U ofM for outstanding team performance in the
minority marketplace. Recognized for
their achievements were Dexter Reed
(B.B .A. '68), director of minority development, and Joe Bond (B.B.A. '89,
M. Ed. '91), director of purchasing.

Clean and Green
Clean Tennessee received the 1997
first place Keep America Beautiful
State System award. The Universityaffiliated program competed with 21
other states for the recognition, which
was given during KAB's 44th national
conference.
Building Bridges
The U of M received a $100,000
grant from the Philip Morris Companies
Inc. to fund a joint program with Shelby
State Community College that encourages and prepares non-traditional
and minority students to enter
teaching. The program is part of
the "Extending the Bridges" initiative, which helps establish closer
relationships between the teacher education programs of the two Memphis
colleges.

Innovative Information
The University of Memphis was
one of eight institutions selected to
develop innovative ways to use information technology in higher education
administration. The InstitutionWide Information Strategies project
was designed to demonstrate how
computers and other technology can
be used to gather and process information for long-range planning
and decision making. The study examined how institutions manage their
resources and activities to use information.

s
ANewLook
Tearing down the old gym has
cleared the way for construction of a
new student activities complex on campus. The project, slated for completion
in fall of 1999, will provide a new theatre, parking garage, service court,
plaza and clock tower. The present
University Center will be renovated,
with the addition of a sweets shop,
coffee shop, copy center and postal
center.
Asian Academics
An Asian studies program was
inaugurated last fall, made possible by
a $160,000 grant from the U.S .
Department of Education. The program will include new courses in
Japanese, Chinese, economics, geography, political science, sociology and history.

Aqua Award
The Ground Water Institute was
honored by the Tennessee Department
of Environment and Conservation with
its Higher Education Environmental
Stewardship Award. The institute was
one of 28 organizations to win the
Environment and Conservation
Stewardship awards for promotion of
environmental stewardship.

WUMRWinner
University radio station WUMR
received the top radio award from
Crime Stoppers International for its
support of the Crime Stoppers program. The station competed with 50
cities worldwide . The station aired
radio spots and led other area stations
to adopt Crime Stoppers as their special
public service project.
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L~cheon praws Business ~d·.
Coµununity Leaders to Campus
The University of Memphis
.
contributes more than $1 billion to_
the community, including expenditures.of faculty, staff and students.
That's the message 70 business
and community leaders heard .
wh~n they.attended "A Taste of
The U of M;' luncheon last faU af
the Fogelman Exe_c utive Center.
· ·The luncheon was the first in a
series organized by Alumni Association President Harold_Byrd. to
bring area leaders to campus to
learn more about the University's
influence 9n the com~unity.
"The University is the best tool
to bring everyone together," said
Byrd. "We wa,nt to bring the corporate, civic,' political and academic ·
communities together so that we're
all working for the sa'm e purposes."
. Several speakers discussed notaple achievements of'the Univer:.
sity. Dr; John Gnuschke, director of
the Bureau of.Business and Eco, nomic Research and the Cente_r for
~npower Studies, said the .Uni- ,
versity has awarded 97,036 undergraduate degrees cind 20,806
graduate degrees. More than 200
graduate~ of the Fogelman College
of Business and Ec·o nomics are
presidents or CEOs of their companies.
"Without t_his University, Memphis would liave a hard t~me growing," said Gnuschke.
He pointed ovt programs that
affect the quality of life in the
Memphis area, including the
Groundwater Institute, the Center
· for Earthquake Research and Informa·tio~, the ,Bureau of Business
,and Economic Research, and the

Institute of Egyptian Art and Archaeology.
Dr. Donna Randall, dean of the
· Fogelman ·college, used the Uni. 'versity College as an example of
innovative programs on campus,
including Judaic studies, fire service, horticulture and commercial
aviation. The Loewenberg College
of Nursing is noted for producing
·more graduates than any other
nursing school in the state, said
Randall."Our graduates have a 95 percent passage rate on their state
boards," she added.
Dr. Richard Ranta, dean of the
College of Communication and
Fine Arts, listed the creative ideas
that h;:tve come from the Univer, sity, including th_e Wonders Series

exhibit "Ramesses the Great" and
a proposed Grammy Hall of Fame.
· The luncheon.was sponsored by
Harold Crye and Dick Leike of
Crye-Leike Realtors.
The Alumni Association's luncheons may become a monthly
event. "This is the University taking its rightful place in the commu- .
nity," said Byrd. "By bri_n ging
people together, we can come away
with some solutions to ·problems."
The city has a rich entrepreneurial spirit, added Byrd. "Memphis has a history of not taking
advantage of its own resources. We
want to be a leader in bringing
people together to encourage the
spontaneous exchange of ideas.
That bodes well for the city and
the University."

f

Alumni Association Pi·esident Harold Byrd (second from right) welcomes Dick Leilw,
Fogelman College Dean Donna Randall and Bob Winstead to the first " A Taste of The U of
M '' luncheon. (Photo by John Tyler)
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A l ~ Celebrate Homecoming '97

The Alumni Association 's Board of
Directors is listed on the inside front
cover.

AT-LARGE COUNCIL MEMBERS
Dr. Vivian Carter Dillihunt '70 BSEd,
'72 MEd , '86 EdD; Dr. Stanley Dowell
'78 BS; Jimmy Ke lly '6 1 BBA; and
Bruce E. Williams '77 BA, '81 JD .

E njoying the awards
banquet at the
. Homecoming Golf
Cla$sic are (from
left) Sidney Chism,
Steve Vescovo
(standing), Harold
Byrd and Dennis
Dugan. (Photo by
J ohn Tyler)

DISTRICT COUNCIL MEMBERS
Libby A. Hyatt Armstrong '61 BBA
(Nashville); Robert W. Canfield Jr.
'59 BBA (Boston) ; Maurice T. Chron
'56 (At la nta) ; Gary Crooms '81
(Dallas) ; Charles Garrett 11 '83 BSME
(Jackson, Tenn.); Tom Gerdes '61
BBA (Denver) ; Florence Crenshaw
Hall '89 BS (Shelby County); William
"Tri p" Jones Ill '77 BSET, '86 MS
(Shelby County) ; Rick Kale '72 BSEd
(Jackson, Miss.); Carey Mulwee '73
BSCE (St. Loui s); Harry A. Paulk '60
BS (Chattanooga).
CONSTITUENT CHAPTERS
A&S: Timm Stubbs '71 BS, '95 MA;
AUSLP: Rhonda Huggins Mitias '89
MA; Band: Pam Patte rson '82 BFA ;
Bus. & Econ.: Dan Forrester '52 BS;
Educ.: Len Sumner'83 EdD ; Emeriti:
Dr. Fred Bellott; Engin.: MoniqueGraf
Castellaw '82 BS, '88 BSCE; Jour.:
Ruth Ann Wright Hale '85 BA ; Law:
Art Qui nn '78 JD; Luther C.
McClellan: Steve Sheegog '86 BBA;
Nursing: Darren Perry '96 BSN ;Univ.
College: TBA Women's Leadership
Council: Arelya Mitchell '82 MA;
Student Alumni Association:
Chancellor Rudgley; Young Alumni
Council: Ted Showalter '89 BBA.
THE U OF M CLUBS
Atlanta: William R. Fortune '72 BBA;
Bartlett: Kay Price '6 4 BBA Big
Hatchie (Covington): C. Mike Travis
'77 BS ; Birmingham: Dewayne Nix
'72 BSEd ; Chattanooga: Neshawn
Byn um '93 BM ; Collierville: P.T
"Pete" Pinckney '62 BBA; Dallas/Ft.
Worth: Brian Kelley '69 BBA; Eastern Arkansas: Bill Chism '64 BBA;
Germantown: Jo Byrd Tucker '82
BSEd; Houston: Sam Blustein '75
BSEE ; Jackson , Tenn. : Jim
Murdaugh '70; Nashville: Joe Wolf
'91 BBA; Washington, D.C.: Mark
Schuermann '90 BA.
ALUMNI STAFF
Associate VP for AdvancemenV
Alumni Affairs • Frank Holmes BA '75
Communications Coordinator •
Gabrielle Maxey BA '80
Coordinator • Chris Osborne
BSEd '93
Dir.IAnnual Giving • Jeannie Byassee
Supervisor of Alumni and Gift
Records • Jerry Conway
www.people.memphis.edu/~a/umni
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They're back! Band alumni Chris Sumsky of Atlanta and
Pam Patterson of Memphis enjoy the football game during
The U of M's Homecoming weekend. (Photo by Kay Yager)

Mary Jo Rawlins (right) greets Judy McCown and Pete
Lemmon at the Life Member R eception at the president's.
home.
·

Kevin Hyneman tahes a swing at the
third annual Homecoming Golf Clas$ic
at TPC South wind. (Photo by John Tyler)

Bill Ruppelt and Barbara I ngram
display their Tiger pride at the annual
Homecoming brunch.
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Aiuinni Association Builds Toward Future· .
•

The vision of The University of
¥emphis Alumni Associati,on is to
develop a comprehensive alumni .,
program of riational ,staf1,tre that
wi,ll create a positive influence for .
The University of Memphis. in its
quest to achieve excellence .

'- The Uni versity of Memphis Alumni
Association Vision Statement
Adopted February 28, 1995

I

during 1996-97.
· The association endows Life
Membership revenues. Earnings
from member projects will eventually fund several scholarships and
provide a foundation for the
,a ssociation's growth.

Promote'a Positive Image ·
Since U ofM alumni do not'
possess a strong sense of class-year
Thanks to the involvement and . ,i dentity, the association invests ·
; nupierous .resources into buiJding
leadership ofmore'than 250
alumni _leaders, the Alumni Asso- . ,chapter and club programs to ·
ciation has made remarkable · . -involve alumni at the grassroots
level. Chapters are campus-based
progress toward its goal of-becomand
organized by academic and
1_ng one of the nation's outstanding
speciaHnterest
affiliation. Area ·
, alumni' pr9grams. The ass~ciation ·
clubs
are
organized
on a geo· seeks tQ be recognized as a top ·' .
.graphic
basis.
program to benefit The l)niversity:
Thanks to the leaµership of
.,. of Memphis anc;l increase its local ·
1;3obby
~harton, °1996-~)7 presi. · a~d international influence. · .
dent, ~lu~ni organized suburban
clubs in Bartlett, Collierville,
Covington, Germantown and West
Frank Holmes;
Memphis. Governed by'their own
bo~rds; the clubs have held several
assqciate vice
president for .
successful events since being
ad vancement /
chartered. .
.
alumni affairs
Harold Byrd, 1997-98 president,
· dreaII1s.of attracting people to
campus in order J;o appreciate its
· beauty and learn mor.e about the .
Member(,hip
. Univers~ty's outstanding programs.
A large membership base m·a kes ' With the support of Pr¢sideil.t V.
Tµe U of M Alumni Association a ·. · L_a ne Rawlins .and the leadership
posttive influence for .the U:riiver- . of Dean Richard Ranta, the first ·
. sity. tn addition t9 provid~ng funds · Spring Exp0 brought some 5,000
to expan1 aluIIlni programs, ·
p'e,ople .to campus and attracted
members have a vested interest in
extensive medi'a ·coverage.
. the welfa.re of the University. Tl).e
HomeCOII1ing is a focal point'ror association sends its members
.a ssociation members. The annual
invitations and publications, as .
meeting and Homecoming brunch
. well as informational and special ' · . provide an opportunity for alumni
mailings.
.
,
to socializeand ! eceive \lpdates on
·- The organization's membership . the association and University. The
program is t wo years old, with ·
Go~f Clas~ic a,t tracts top alqmni
. 6,500 alumni m'.e~bers a:nd nearly
1ilnd community leaders . Thanks to
250 Life Members. Last year, ·,
the efforts of an outstanding .
mem'bership i~cre1;1sed-14. percent~ · committee, it is now one of the
· with a renewal rate of almost 70
finest golf scrambles in the 'area.
percent. The organization enroiled ·
For the past two years, an
,mor.~ than 100 Life Members '
aI?,nual event has ·been held at the
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pr~sident's home to honor associa- . ·
tion Life Memb'ei;s.:~This year, .
Legacy. Scholarships recij)ieu.ts and ·
their parents·were rec~gni~ed.

Support of the University
Alumn{board member-Al
, Tomp.kins chaired a committee to ·
· establish Legacy Scholarships, .
The association awarded the ,
first three s~holarships this fall t~
outstanding e~tering freshµien. '
Children ancf grandchildren of J
association members are eligible
for these $1,000 annual a~ards,
whic;h are renewable for four years.
Wharton is an ardent believ er
~hat alumn~ should support a_n d , encourage the efforts of faculty:
With.the cooperatiori of Provost J . ·
ivan Legg arid support. of the'
alumni board, the asso.ciation is .
· assuming spon,s orship and a large
part of financial responi;;ibility'. for
the U niversity!s' pre·s tigious·Distin:
guished.Teaching and Res~arch
A~ards.
· .The University president:s h6:me·
· is used extensively for both association and University programs. •·
, The home was in dire ~eed of
refurbishing. About a year ago,
alumni board member Jean. Martin
·chaired a committee tha't has been
· 'responsil;>le for·more than $'50,000
in improvements _to the horn.~.
· · The association continues a
longtime partner:ship with the ·'
. University's Career ,and Enwloy- ,. ·
ment Services in staging the
·
annual Career Fai~. Thi~·program
brings, more than 100 prospe,ctive
emp;oyers ,t-~ tI:ie camp.u sfo_r two · ·
•days to visit with 1;500 to 2·,000
students. The partnership also
makes possible the Alumni Career
.Services program, ~hich provides
online j~b:listing and resume . ·
services for graduates. · · ..
The Alumni a,n d G1fts Recoi:ds
office arid the annual giving . ,
program have also undergone : ,
extensive changes.
~
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Communication
Strengthening communication
with _a lumni is a primary objective.
Last year, the focus of "The
Columns" insert of Thr! University
ofMemphis Magazine was sharpened to provide more information
about the Alumni Association, its
people and p_rograms.
"The Columns" is published
only three times a year. In order to
1-.eep alumni informed, the association now publishes two bulletins,
Th_e Columns Update and The
Insider. The bulletins are each .
distributed three times annually;
Update is mailed to all members_
· wliile'lnsider. is sent to members
living outside the Memphis _a rea.
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treasurer ~en Hazen is refining it.
· The board approved combined
expenditures for 1997-98 at
$703,000. Association ~xpenditures were less than $500,000 in
. 1994-95. In three to five years;
annual exp~nditures are expected
to reach $1 million.
While the membership program
makes a huge differe:p.ce in developing programs and' activities, no
association can balance its budget
with membership revenU:es alone.
The association's board approved a new agreement for The U.
ofM Visa Card, more than doubling preyious royalty.income.
More than 13,000 cards have been
issued. This income is directly
responsible for funding the Legacy
·Financial
Sc;:holars program, Distinguished
The· association is beginning its
Faculty Awards and the compli. mentary memberships given to all
third year with a new budget,
which evolved from a departmental new graduates; It also allows the·
budget begun under former treaassociation to provide seed mon,ey
surer Gayle Powelson. Current
for other projects and funding for

w
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special programs. If the credit card
program stays on track, the revenues can easily double again ..
The associ~tion seeks other
opportunities to provide products and services to alumni and
increase revenues. Last spring, the
board approved sponsorship of a
U of M ring, which sold very weli.
Finally, most alumni programs
are now self-sustaining, which
allows the association to do more
and elevate the quality of events.

Alumni and Staff Leadership
The association is committed to
the concept of alumni self-governance. That means alumni have
the right, responsibility and
intelligence to determine how
alumni resources will be used to
benefit the University.
The association is fortunate to
have had the involvement of
dedicated alumni for many years.
Serving in a variety ofleadership

Aames Corp.
Al Britt
A.S. Barbaro
Bank of Bartlett
Budd Mayer Food Brokers
Campbell Surveying
Cellular One
Chuck Burton, Prudential
Securities/Pyramid
Couriers
Citizens Bank of Collierville
Coca-Cola Bottling Co.
Continental Traffic Service
Crowne Distributing Co.
Crye-Leike Realtors
Datacomm Solutions &
Connectivity Inc.
David Peterson, State
Farm Insurance
Delta Graphics
Dr. Tim Hacker
Eastgate Cleaners
Edwin Watts Golf Shops
Electrical Controls Inc.
Fastsigns
Ford Consumer Finance

T H

G&W Diesel Service Inc.
Gary Nickerson, Clay Johnson
Real Estate
Gerald Lawson Sr.
Germantown Commissary
Greg Duckett
Gwatney Chevrolet
Hank McDowell
Hewlett-Packard Co.
Holiday Inn Mt. Moriah
Jamison Pest Control
Kevin Snider
Mid-America International
Trucks Inc.
Polaroid Corp.
Pro Golf Discounters
Regional Adjustment Bureau
Riviana Foods
Sheraton Casino
Sidney Chism
Steve Vescovo
TCBY
Tiger Bookstore
Tom Watson
Whitehaven Liquors
Winwood Cleaners
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sive alump.i program to _ association, the organiza:
roles, they laid the ·
tion plans to begin a
serve the broad needs of
foundation for today's
serious study of the
a$SOCiation.
,
the University and 1ts '
Alumni Center - includ: alumni.
, · George Crone, J~m
ing current and potential
. f!:adley, Pat Heffernan,
use, ·expansion.and the
1997-,98 Outlook
. •.. Cato Johnson, Harvey
possibility of a new
· ·, Maxwell, Curtis Per-son,
At the first board
meetin,g·and again at the _facility.
.
Will Stafford and Bill
By assuming full
· Watkins are among those ·annual meeting, Harold
sponsorship of the Spring
who.have been instruByrd outlined-the
. Expo, the associatiqn .
association'.s objectives
mentaf in the growth of
· , hopes to a,ttract more
for 1997-98.
theAlumni Association.
- than 15,000 people to the
The group intends to
·Others have ~lso contribUniversity next ye~r.
increase membership by
uted to ifs' many success:
As an urban campus
ful endeavors: Association· · at least 15 percl:)nt.
with a largely commuter
m~mbers also serve ori · '.fhe associat_ion. also
student body, the associa- '
hopes-to have 300 Life
University committees
tion wants to establish
and 'the· foundation board. Members by the·end of
traditions that create a
·.·' In recent years,Al
the fj.scal year.
lifelong link between
To improve alumni ·
·Hollingsworth, Bobby
alumni apd the Univer-·
·
..
activities
and_
develop
_
Wharton and Harold
sity. The board will ~eek
increasing financial self· .By;rd have s·t ~engthened
opportunities on caµipus
sufficteiicy, the associathe b9ard through the . ·
tc;i
place an et~rnal flame,
tiop.
will
aggressively
_
nominating committee
sculptures
and portraits
pursue
other.
external
process. Today's board is
that
commemorate
the
sources
of
revenues.
a plerid. of diverse talent
work.of
significant
,The
associati~n
plans
that will move the
University leaders and
to join other top alumni
. association to a higher
alumni.
programs
in:
becoming
a
· level of service.
The University recorporation ;md. securing
T_h e ass'ociation is
mains
a source of pride
it:s
own
501(.c)(3)
taxbuilding a ·mcire experifor
the
Alumni Associaexempt
status.
The
~ew
enced staff capable of
tion.
It
wants to tell "The
status
~ill
proy_
i
de
supporting its. clubs, _.
U
of
M
story" to forge
flexibility
for
the
board
to
·
chapters and committees.
University-community
manage
more
of
its
own
l'h~ stl;lff develops strong
pa;rtnerships and attract
affairs. ·
boards for -the clubs,
significant private
To
meet
the
needs
of
a:
·
which will create an
support. Plans are
growing
and
active
innovative and respon,

For. information on any
e,vent listed, call the
Alumni Association at
90_1 I 678-i586 or 800 I
678-8729.

CHAPfERS
Arts & Sci~nces
Three recipients of the
chapter's first Outstanding Alumni-J\wards were
honored at a dinner in
September at the Crowne
~laza·H~tel. Tp.e chapter
,presented Anne Dodd
T H

E

Freeman and Jerre M.
· Freeman with Outstand,
ing Alumni Awards. :
Murray A. Spindel
received the Outstanding
, Friend Award. Chapter
president Timm Stubbs
presided at the event,
which ~as attended by
Provost J. I van Legg and
Frank Holmes, associate
, vic:e president for advancement/alumni
affairs.
- The chapter held
Alumni Week in conjunc-

COLUMN$ .

· tion with Homecoming.
The following alumni
served as guest speakers ·
in classes related to their
major areas of study: Beri
Brantley, Ron Brister,
Rebecca Garland, Dr.
Patricia Kilzer, David
.Kustoff, Leigh Mansberg,
Perry Orgel, Brenda
Ballard Seeger, Larry
Smith, Rick Stieg and
Reggie Thompson.
During exam week, the
chapter's traditional Pit
Stops provided juice, ·

s
·underway to secure ·_
sponsors for campus
luncheons. These events ·
will introduce prominent
alumni and other community leaders to the :A.lu·m ni Assoc:iatii:m and
The U of M to gain
$Upport for.the ·University.
Finally, the association
plans a public awareness
campaign to highlight the
many achievements of ·
alumni and faculty of the
University. .
The association's
progress and positive
-outlook for the future
would no_t be possible
without outstanding
alumni leaders and the
encouragement of Presi- ,
dent Rawlins. The key
ingredient is,'ho.wever, a
growing membership that
is actively involv~d and
informed .
Alumni who are ·
interested in joining the
association'should
complete and return the
coupon on the inside back
cover.
Together, alumni of
The University of Memphis are making a difference.

I
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coffee and doughnuts to
students and faculty
between classes.

AUSLP
-The AUSLP ch~pter
marked the 50th anniversary of the Memphis
Speech and -Hearing
Center with a successful
open house last fall.
Another open house
will be held this spring at
the Kennedy Comptex on
South Campus. Alumni
will give a reception
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during the Mid-South
Conference on Communicative Disorders this
spring.
Also, the chapter held
a reception and dinner
for incoming alumni
board members at the
Alumni Center in September.

L

u

M

the 1997 marching
season. The event was a
great success, with more
than 100 band members
and 40 alumni attending.

N

E

w '

innovative programs in
their areas. Student
Whitney Wade shared
her experiences while
student teaching in the
United Kingdom. Jeannie
Byassee, annual giving
director, and Ethel
Gilmore, major gifts
officer, spoke onfondraising issue13._
Len .Sumner, headmaster of Presbyterian Day
School, was elected
president of the chapter.

s

p

. Call William_s at
901/683-2124 for suggestions about the mentor
program.

Law
The Glasses of 1972 and
1975 held a reunion in
November.
The class of '72 had a
reception at the home of
Band
Allie and Barbara
Almost 100 band
Prescott. The class of '7 5
alumni participated in
,gathered at the home of
the alumni band half~
Mr. and Mrs. John
time performance at The
McConomy. ·
U of M vs. Houston
Emeriti
After brun<;:h at the law
, The club welcomed
Homecoming game, said
school with Dean Donald · · ·
chapter president Pam
,
basketball coach Tic Price J. Polden, both classes
Patterson.
to its fall "Coffee and
. took a tour of the faciliThe chapter served as
Conversation" at the
ties. They then boarded a
host of the annual MidAlumni Center with
private bus for The U of
Education
South Invitational
chapter presiqent Dr.
M vs. Louisville football
The board of directors.
Marching Band Competi- . attended an informative
Fred Bellott presiding.
game.
tion for regional high
Dues in the Emeriti
The class of '7 5 also
session conducted by the
Club are $5 per year ($so·· ·.enjoyed dinner ·.a t the
school bands in October
administqtion of the
with good turnout despite College of Education.
for'lifetime membership). · Racquet Club of Memphis.
threatening weather.
Members receive disDean Nathan Essex
Band alumni and
counted prices for activiLuther C. McClellan
gave an overview of the
current members of the
ties. Memb~rship is_open . Blac_k Alumni .
college arid reported on
"Mighty Sound of the
Chapter menibers ·
to all retired faculty, staff
.the accomplishments of
South" held a back-toand spouses.
trick-or-treated themeach depar.tment. Represchool barbecue,at
. selves to a Homecoming
se:nta ti ves from the five
Audubon Park to kick off
Engineering
masquerade party Haldep'a rtments discussed
The Engineering
loween night at a local
board of directors and
nightclub. More than 50
The Arts and
Dean Richard C. Warder
aiumni attend~d, said
Scif;nces. .
Jr. -are working with the
'president Steve Sheegog.
Chapter
Student Mento'r ·
The chapter also had
named
Committee, chaired by
an informational tent at
Murray
Spindel
Dent Williams, to deth~ Southern Heritage
(front)
velop a mentor program
Classic in September: ·
Outstanding
for
the
Herff
College
'of
Friend and
Engineering. Alumni
Student.Alumni
Anne and
·JerreM.
interested in the progra~ Association
Freeman
should call the Alumni
SAA .held. a kickoff to
Outstanding
Office.
involve
student leaders in
Alumni at it$
The mentor program
developing the·organizabanquet last
/all. More
provides students with
tion.
than 100
The stuqents 'enjoye·d
career advice, office
alumni and
tours, job contacts, visits
pizza while they were
friends
to local comparties,
encouraged to become
attended -the
chapter's first ' · arrangements for employ- .p,att of the new board of
awards
ment interviews and ·
directors. Chancellor
dinner. ·
opportunities to attend
Rudgley is interim presiprofessional meetings.
dent of the gr~up.
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Business & Economics
The chapter held a
summer social and board
meeting at the home of
business alumni pastpresident Jerry
Schroeppel and his wife
Linda.
Plans are also underway for the chapter's
Career Day program and
spring golf tournament,
. said chapter president
Dan Forrester.

T H E

COLU]dNS

University College
The University
College chapter is reorganizing to better meet the
needs of its diverse
alumni population. Rose
Klimek is leading the
restructuring.
Alumni who are
interested in serving on
the board and working
with other University
College graduates should
call the Alumni Office at
901/678-2586.
Women's Leadership
Council
More than 50 alumni
and friends attended the
Women's Leadership
Council dinner and .panel
discussion, "Women in
Politics - Today and
Tomorrow," at the
Fogelman Executive
Center.
Panel members included Tennessee State
Representatives Henri
Brooks and Carol
Chumney, Speaker Pro
Tempore Lois DeBerry,
Memphis City Council
member Barbara
Swearengen Holt, General Sessions Court
Judge Ann Pugh and
Shelby County Commis-

No te: All alum ni listed in t he
'·People" section li ,·e in Memph is
unless otherwise specified .

E
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sioner Linda Rendtorff.
Beverly Vaughan was
moderator.
Arelya Mitchell is
chapter president.

Young Alumni Council
Gray skies couldn't
dampen the enthusiasm
of runners and volunteers
at the 10th annual Tiger
Trek 5k Run/Fun Walk on
The U ofM campus.
Congratulations to
men's winner Drew
Buchner and women's
winner Gail Mangold.
YAC sponsored a soldout qinner at The Pyramid in September with
coach Tic Price and his
assistant coaches.
Rhonda Garvey, chapter
vice president, chaired
the program. Ted
Showalter is president.

AREA CLUBS
If you are interested in
serving The University of
Memphis as a volunteer
club leader, let us hear
from you. Board service
requires 15- 20 hours of
time per year and can put
you in touch with other
"true blue" Tigers.
the Univer sity of Al a bama at
Huntsville and lives in
Huntsville.

'55 THOMAS W. STAED (B.A. J
of Dayt ona Beach , Fla., received
th e Herbert W. Da vidson
Memorial Award for outstanding
community service from the
United Way Endowment Fund of
Volusia and Flagl er Counties.
Gov. La wton Chi les wa s a guest
a t th e dinner honoring Staed, who
is presid ent of Oceans Eleven
Resorts:

'49

THOMAS CU~TTS
YARBROUGH <B.S.) retired from

T H

E

'58

MONA C. LEVITCH (B.S.l of
Morri stown , Pa., works for her

COLUMNS
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Atlanta
The Atlanta club is
seeking to expand its
board of directors and
involve new members.
Atlanta area alumni
who are interested in
serving on the board and
planning future club
events, should contact
Bill Fortune at 770z4916875.
Bartlett
Bartlett club members
staffed a booth at the
Bartlett Autumn Village
Folkfest in September.
The organization collected the names of 35
people interested in
joining the Bartlett club
or The U of M Alumni
Association.
Collierville
The Collierville club,
under the leadership of
president Pete Pinckney,
held a board meeting at
Carrier Corp. in November. The group is busy
planning future events.
Houston
The club's annual
meeting was held at
Birraporetti's River Oaks
featuring Houston city

daughter, Sharon Levitch,
president of Applied Computer
Services and Four Seasons Day
Care in Oaks , Pa. She earned a
M.S .S.W. from the University of
Tennessee in 1960.

'64 ANNE

M. KAVANAUGH
SAIN (B.B.A. , M.Ed . '69) is
manager of St. Mary Manor
retirement community in Jackson ,
Tenn.
ARTHUR H. PRINCE (B.A., M.A.
'70 ) had his paper, "Hocking's
Critique of Certain Ways of
Thinking About Rights ," accepted
for presentation in the human
rights section of the Twentieth
World Congress of Philosophy in

council member Joe
Roach as guest speaker.
Congratulations to
new officers Robbie
Stevens, vice president;
and Mary McN amee
Klingen, secretary/
treasurer.
Sam Blustein is club
president.

Jackson
The Jackson club held
a Golf Scramble and
Blue-Gray Dinner in July
at Humboldt Country
Club. Jim Murdaugh
presided at the dinner,
which featured head
football coach Rip
Scherer and other Athletic Department officials.
Alumni Association
President Harold Byrd
and past president ·Bobby
Whartoll'also attended.
Wash ington, D .C.
The club is seeking
additional volunteers to
promote The U of M in
the D.C. area.
For more information about helping
with programming and
activities, call club
president Mark
Schuermann at 202/2253265.

Boston. He teaches .at Dyersburg
State Community College and MidSouth Community College in West
Memphis, Ark.

'65 SUSAN JUNG CANDLER
(B.S.) a nd h er husba nd Robert run
a successful Amway business in
Jacksonville, Fl a. She retired after
23 ye~rs as a cytotechnologist.
During that time, the Candlers
operated a number of businesses
together, including importing
furniture, jewelry and ceramics.
They h ave two children , Robert
and Kathleen.
CHARLES S. PEETE JR. (B.S .) is
program director for the Dutch
Treat Luncheon and works for
Kemmons Wilson Inc.
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'66 ROBERT R. ADAMS (B.B.A.)

America n College of Bryn Mawr,
has been promoted to associate vice '· Pa. Candidates.must 'Complete a 10course curriculum of st'udy and 20
preside.nt ofin~estments at
·
hours of supervised exams and
Raymond James arid Associates
fulfill stringent experience and
Inc.
ethica1 requirements.
DR. JAMfS H. GROGAN (B.S., •
ROBERT STOLARIC.K (B .S.,
M.Ed. '69) has retired as director of
M.B.A. '90) is an administrator
Missouri's· Career Informatioh
\\'.ith the Memphis and Shelby
Delivery System for.the state's-·
County Health Department.
Department of Education. He
continues in private practice as a
DR. ROBIN L. PIERCE (Ed.D. ) of
licensed psychologist in the St.
Athens, Tenn ., is chair of the board.
Louis area.
of Athens Federal Savings ,Bank,
which 'has assets in excess of $140
million.

'·72 ANNE FLOYD LANDERS

'70 WILLIAM BLANK (B.S., M.~.
'72) received a $1 million grant
from the U.S. Department of
J;:ducation to redesign high school
curricula to heighten students'
interest. He is an associate
professor at the University of South
Florida in Tampa.
MELVIN E. WALKER (B.B.A.),
administrator of Baptist Memori'al
Hospital-DeSoto , was voted
chairman-elect of the Mississippi
Hospita l Association board of •

(A. N.) is chi°ef qursing officer' ~f
,Baptist Memoi;-ial Hospital. She had
bee,:i :vice president/chief nnrsing,
~fficer at the University of
Louisville and won the Spalding
· University Award for Leadership in
Nursing in' Kentucky'. Anne and her
h.u sband WILLIAM K LANDERS
(B.S. '58) live in Hernando, Miss.
They have two sons, Jeff Landers of
Louisville , Ky. , and Bill La nders Jr.
of Washington, D.C.

'73 DR. ALICE MANLEY FRYE°
(A. D.) received her Ph.D. in
education from the University of
Georgia and is a vice president of
Augusta '(Ga.) Technical College.
She lives in Martinez, Ga., with
her husband Jim and their son.
Adam.

(M.A. ) h as been promoted to
administrator/COO of l-IealthSouth
Rehabilitation Hospital of
Memphis, an affiliate of Methodist
Hospital s of Memphis. '

'82 DONNA HA"I'LE,Y GLENN
'77

NATALIE ANN NEELY
PARKER's (B.S. Ed., B.A. , M.A. '80)
play Rock Paper Scissors has
become the longest-running play by
a Memphis playwright. The U of M
nominated Rock Paper Scissors for
the Jane Chambers Award, a
national award for plays concerning women's issues. A teacher
at Houston High School, Parker
also has written two one-act plays
and a full-length work, Fifteen
Wi ves, about Holocaust ·

(B.S.Ed .), se~vice representative for
Life Insurance Co. of Georgia, has
earned the chartered life underwriter designation from The
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JACQUELYN BAL~
SCRUGGS (B.A., M.S. '85) is
project director for Women in
Community Servi~e, an empowerment and job readiness progr'a m for
economically disadvantaged
women. She received an award for'
community service from LeMoyneOwen College in May 1997 ~n d was
featured in Grace mag~zine.
' ·

NANCY STRICKLAND YUNKER
(B.S.) and her husband Larry
operate a Pak-Mail fran'chise. Th.ey .
live in Bartlett, •Tenn.

'7 5 BRE~DJ\ COLE ANTWINE

'80

'81

'74

'71 R~BERTE.L. McCAM;BELL'

publisher of Doing Business in
Memphi~.

PATRICIA WILTSEY
HILDEBRAND (B.P.S. ) has been
DR. BRUCE FRAZEE (Ed.D.) has ~ 1Jromoted to executive director of
the Fro Rodeo Hall ~f Fame in
been promoted to professor ci(
Colorado Springs, Colo.
education at Trinity University in_
San Antonio. He is a s pecialist in
elementary education with an •
ANGIE .DAGASTINO (B.P:S.,
emph asis on social studies and
M.S. '92) is .d irector of-the financial
science education.
case management division of
Family Services of the Mid-South,
ANN L. PUGH (J.D.) was se,
assisting those who are unable to
lected by Women's News of the
man.age their day-to-day finances.
-Mid-South as one of"50 Women
She \s a licensed profess i9nal
Who Make a Difference." A
counselor.
General Sessions Criminal Court
judge since 1982, s_h e recently
DR. DAVID SPICELAND (M.A.) of
was named judge of the new
Boone, N.C., was elected vice
Domestic Viol ence Court of Shelby
president for .chapter development
Coup.ty. Pugh was featured on
of the National Broadcasting
NBC Nightly News as part of a
Society. Re also conducted a
series called "The Home Front,"
session on ·political communication
which explored dom estic violence
at the University of Gdansk in
in America .
Poland. Spiceland was one of six
teachers from Appalachian State
SHERRY C. PHILLIPS (M.Ed .),
University who made the trip .as
principa\ of CollierviiJe Middle
part of a communication
School, has been appointed to the
worksh_op . . •
board of directors of the N·ational
Association or'Elementary School ·
DAVID WATERS (B.A.) r eceived
Principals Foundation. She began
the Distinguished Writing Award
)1.er 25-year career as a classroom
from .the American Society of
teacher in Shelby County. She
Newspaper Editors. He is religion
became·principal of Arlington
' editor for The Commercial
Elementary School in 1977 and
Appeal.
has led Collierville Middle School
since 1979.

survivors.

T9M A. WRIGHT (B.S.Ed.),
president and CEO of Enterprise National Ba-nk, was ,
awarded a Boys and Girls Clubs of
America medallion for his fundraising efforts and service to
children.
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(B.A. ) served as editor of Volunt~er
,Voices, a quarterly magazine
published by the Junior League of
Memphis. She received the
Communi<;ations Volunteer of the
Year Award and the magazine
was named Best Magazine by the
Association of Junior Leagues
International for 1997.
•DAVID W. HOOVER (B.B.A.,
M.B.A.. '84) of Tampa , Fla., has _
been promoted to statistical analyst
for the Florida sales area of the ,
Nabisco Food Group. He also
teaches statistics' at St. Petersburg
Junior College and Schiller
International University.

'83 MARG~ET D. CRADDOCK
(M.A. , J.D./ 88) was appointed
executive directdr of the Metropolitan Inter-Faith Association.

'79 DEBORAH CAMP

MAJ. RALPH THOMPSON
(B.B.A.) commands Cadet Squad:
ran 19 at the U.S. Air °Force
Academy in Coforado Springs, Colo.
He is a senior navigator with 3,500 ·
(lying hours in 11 different C-135
aircraft.

CORRELL (M.A'.)married Michael
Corri,ll on May 30, 1997. She is
president and owner of Delta
Consulting Group Inc. 'a,Ild

GREG RUSSELL (B.A.,
M.S.'93) recently returned to

'85
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.Memphis from Denali National
Park in A:laska, where he worked as
·a se~sonal park.ranger. Russell has
been assisting 'the men's track coach
at The U of M' while pursu\ng a
writing care.e r.
GREGORY R. SINGLETON (B.S. , ~
M.S.Ed. '94) of Co'r.al Gables, Fla. , .
was. appointed associate dean of
' students at the University of
Miami.
·

'86 JOHN
W. "JACK" WE.BB JR.
'

(B.A.) is a middle school teacher at
,Good Sli~phei'd__School in Tyler,
Texas. He Jives in Tyler with his
wife -Trudy and tneir son Zachary
John ..

'87

JOHN FITZGERALD (B.13.A:)
is director of financial planning and
analysis for Check Free. Corp, in . •..
N orci;oss, Ga. He lives in Atlanta
with his wife,' JOANNE LONG' FIELD.FITZGERALD (B.F.A. '84).
·REZA HA'KIMIAN (B.B.A., M.A. ,,
. '89), a manager witn Del6it_te & ·
Touehe LLP, has transferred to ' •
the firm's mergers and acquisitiOI).S
services group in New York. He and
.his wife Marga~et live in Manhattan.
HENRY R. LEGGE'ITE (M.S.) ,ha~ '
retired from the Federal Aviation
Administration as a manager with
33 years of federal servic'e.. •
FAUZI OSMAN rn;s.C.E. ) .and
ANNA:OLSWANGER (M.A. '82)
creafed a children's story, "My
Lovely Omar -Ri,ier 1" which was
included in Shooflr Ah
A'u,diomagazine fo r. Child~en.
Osman wrote the piece as an
assignment in ~n English class
taught by Olswanger at The U of M.
She r·eceived his permission to edit
the' assigmqeht intq a sto;y for' .
children. Osman.lives in Malaysia
w,ith his wife and two children
and .nin·s a small constru~tion
company.

L

each state iq recognition of their
leadership, character and scl\.olastic
~chievement. Caroline is a 's enior
•nurse practitioner for UCI Medical
Inc. in Columbia, S.C., and was
listed inWho's'Who in American
Women for 1997 and Who's Who in
A,i,,erica'n Nursing for 1995 anq
1996. She is the mother of Evan
Ale_x andizr 'Birchmoi-e, born May
18, 1997.
.

STEVEN J. TOWNSDIN (J.D. ) is
an assistant district attorney
married to DANETTA MANNING
TO\\'.NSDIN (M.M. '97).

'94 JENNIFER ~ILB~RT .
CARTER (B.S. Ed.) and her
husband KEVIN CARTER (B.P.S:)
are the parents of JoshU:a Blake ·
Carter, b~rn March 30,. 1997. ·

MARILYN J. CALiFF (M.F.A.)
showed her r~cent art works in
an exhibition called "Texture is
the Thing," at'the '3/alton Art
Center in Fayetteville, Ark. She
has been creating collages and
assembl'i!ges for the !~st three
years. She also showed an oil
painting, He, She, It, at the .
Memphis Botanic Garden and
in the Attists' Link Group
Exhibition. •·
MELANIE CUMMINGS (B,S.Ed.,
M.S.Ed. '95) and her husband .
Gary are the parents of .Brian
Peyton Cummings, barµ Sept: 23,.
1997.
·
NICK DUNNING (B.B.A. ) and
LAURA RICHARDSON DUNNING
(B,A. '90) are the parents of
. Matthew Lee, born June ,16, 1997.'
& was welcomed home by his
brother Josh. The Dunnings Jive in
Olive Branch, Miss ._
REBEKAH :POTTINGER
FOLEY (B.A.) of LaGrange Park,
Ill., has been accepteiiinto
dealers' school by ,the Hollywood
Casino 'in. Aurora; Ill. , for the game
of P<?ker.
"
' MELISSA. CARROLL GARRONE
(B.S.Ed. ) appeared in the cast of·
•Rock Paper Scissors at Theatre
Works. '

Base, Ga. He had been staff judge
advocate for the Naval Air Station
Atlanta.
·
·

'

· KATHY COSGROVE (B.A. ), ,
e·xecutive vice president of The.
Randolph Partnership, won a
Silver Anvil award for h er w_o_rk
with the Georgia Coalition on
Donation's or.gai;i and tissue
donation advocacy program. The
award is presented by the Public
Relations Society of America. She
1ives in Marietta , Ga.
DR. JOHN R. HILL (M.A.) received
a doctorate in mass communications from the University of
Alabama. He is senior policy
analyst at the Alabama Family ·
Al1iance, a nonprofit, nonpartisan
research and education organization in Birmingham,' Ala.

'91 LT. RiCHARD L. THORNE,
CE!.S.F;.E.) received his master's
d!"g'ree from the Naval Postgraduate School in Monterey, Calif. The
school provides courses of s tudy in
science, IJ1anagement and
.
engineering fields.

'92 AMY GILLENTINE

OCTAVIA P.ERRYMAN (B _-S ,)
earned a master's degr:ee in Jiqrary"
and information science from the ·
UU:ivers ity ofTexas. -She is an
information specialist at Buckm;m
La_bo_ra tori es.
)•
LARRY W. WILSON JR. (B.P.S) of
·Franklin, Tenn., is ~pecial events
and convention services m,rnager
for the Nashville Arena. He was
named national Convention
Services Man11,ger of the Year.

'95 PATRICIA WACHHOl.,Z
(Ed.D.) was named ·Teacher of the
Year at Lane College in Jackson,
Tenn.

'96

WILLIAM M. -~MONDS II
(M.B.A.J\s i:ustomer service.
manager for a 'Cargill Inc, pla;,t in '
Dayton, Ohio.
CAROL UMBER_GER (B.A.)' has .
been hi;red as a public.ations assist- ·
. ant at Wang's International Inc.

'97

SHAUNA 'I'HIEMAN (M.F.A.)
CLARKSON (B.A. ) and her husdirected the-play Rock' Paper
b,md, CAPT. DONALD J. CLARK•
, · SON '(B.A.'93) are the parents of
Scissors at Theatre Work~. She is
Taylor Campbell Olarkson, who was'
director of forensics at the
' '
'
University of Centr~I Arka;,:s.as.
born March 8, 1997. Donald is in
DEBRAVANDIVER (B.$'. , M.S:"9i')
.
the U.S.. Army's Explosive
is registrar at Mid-South CommuNICOLE TUTHILL (B.F.A. )
.
·Ordnance Disposal _School,. Amy
nity
College
in
West
Memphis,
'
· appeared ip the cast of Rock Paper·
recently won first pla~e in the
Ark.
'
North Carolina Press Associ'ation's
Scissors at Theatre Works.
journaUs°: con;pftition.
DEANNA SCHROEPPEL
WIMBERLY (B.B.A., M.B.A: '91) '
MICH~L H. OWF;NS (M.B.A. ) ani',
ANITA.HOBBS LONG (B.B.A. J' has
and SCOTT WIMBERLY (M.B .A.'
KELLI -J EFFRIES OWENS (M.S. ·
been promoted to qusiness develop- .
'88) announc~ the birth of their ·
'-87) announce the birth of their
ment ;pecialist f\t OMC (Coopera- ·
daughter, Lauren Taylor, born
, third child, Celia Dockery, born Jan. ·
tive Mark:eting Concepts) in .
March 7,' 1997. They live in ··
2-7, .1997.
.
'
Cordova. She married Yerritt Long
Arlington, Texas.
.•
in 1993 and has a son, Kameron. '
JAQUE MECKLENBORG VAN
.ADbENHOVE (B.S.) received a
CLAY McCORMAC,l((J.D.) and
MELJSS{\ KAUFMAN
mastei;'s -degr'ee in environment~!
his wife Sally are parents Qf •
•
(B.B.A.) and PATRIC,K.LOVELL
toxicology from the University of
Matthew Clay "Matt" McCormack, ·
(B.B.A. '89) were married on· .
Tennesse~. She lives in Khoxvilie
born June 3, 1997. The.couple has
. -March 8, 1~97. The/ live in · ·
w'ith her husband David and their '
·two either children, Sophie and
Atlanta , where she works for Smith
daughter Maria. ~
Luke. Clay is vice president of the
Barney Inc. and he works for Dl)an
Jackson, Tenn. , Alumni Club.
Witter. ·
NICOLE .M. CABRERE (B.S.Ed.)
CAROLINE BOWERSreceived a $9,000 Minority
.
LT. DAVID A. 'ROSE (J.D. )
Academiy Scholarship to continueBIRCHM,ORE (B.S.N.) was named
D~BORAH
ALLIS~N
has accepted an interseryic~
' graduate studies at Austin Peay ,
· . Nurs.e Practitioner ~fthe Year for
(•B.KA.) married David'-Allison on
transfer to the U.S. Air Force-where
State University. She is worki!)g 0I).
South Carolina by the Academy of
May 23, 1997. They live in · ·
h e is serving with tlie 34 7th Air
a master's degree in curriculum and
Nurse Pract1tioners·. The award is
Base Wing staff at Moody Air Force
leadership . .
Atla:nta.
given to .one nurse _pr1;1ctitioner frorii

. '89

'&8

'93

'90
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R9y ·B lack Retains ·strong Ties to-. Fogelman College·
'

'

Roy Watterson Black
has gone from rural·west
Tennessee tothe 'execu·
tive suite of one ofthe
world's large.~t surgical
products companies, but .
he hasn't forgotten the .
Fogelman College of
Business and Economks
at The University of
Memphis.
Black, who is vice
~hairman oftlie board of .
. Johnson and· Johnson ,
Profe_ssional Inc., has ·
become one of the
colleg~'s strongest supporter's.
.
A 1961 graduate of the
Fogelman.Co~lege, Black.
enrolled at wliat was
then Memphis State
Unive;sity .after a' four- , ,,
year .enlistment in the Air.
Force. ·
Black grew up in
Hardeman County. After
earning a degree in
management wi:th a
mino_r in marketing, he·
joined·the Johnson and
·J ohn·s on·companies as a :
sales repr~Sentative for
Eth.icon inc. He later
, became national sales
manager for another
'

.

·,

.

~

□Address/Name Change

Al Hollingsworth,-(B. B.A. ' 64)

3.

4. Bobby Wharton (B.E.T. ' 75),
5 . .Judy kaplan McCo"'.n (BS. '67)

4,8.

' 6. Amy Martin' Peytbn (B.A .' :84),

I
I

7. Gayle Powelson (B.B.A. ' 81 )

11. William'Wolbrecht (B.S. ' 51 )

i,

------

C O L

.u

138. Harvey (B.~. '46.) &'June W9lbrecht'
(B'.S. '46) Max,well

,J:,

Cip.dy Forman (B.P:S. '~9)

l39. Hugh Keenan (B.B.A.'64: M.B.A
' 69) . '
.

98.

Pauline A. Weaver (B.A. •' 7 1, J.D.
'79)

140. Donald Gar dner (B.S. ' 60, :,

53. Daniel (LLB. _' 40) & Dorothy Ge_twin ,'·

99.

Dr. Robert (B.S-. '63 , Ph.D. '75) &
Georgia Walker (B.S. '77 , M.A. '79)
Whaley
·

(B'.S. '57, M.A. '65)'

.

14. Ri chard Pa;ke r (M.B.A. '70)

56. l,dward Dougl~s {' 57)

15. Kay Qua, les'(B:S. ' 65) & Ji~m1e
, Kell y
.

51.

SteP,hen (B.B:A. '?7, J.,D. '80) &
• Diane Kirkland (J.D. ' 80) VesccivQ

,

{

. 100. P.T. (B.B.A. ' 62) & Thelma
, Pinckney.

',

~

HI.
John T.. Lawr; nce Jr. .(B.S. ' 70)
.
'

\

142. Jam,s tB·.s . ' 65),& Brenda Haynie
144. Ullin Yulin (M.B.A. ' 75) &
Magdalene Ho
·
145. Frank Magoffin -(B.S. '32 ,•,

, 102. Kyle Howard (B:S.Ed'. ' 78)

•

103., Helen Montgomery .(B.A. '86)
104. Joe Ni p (M.A. '63) & Sandra
Maddox (B.S .Ed. ' 56, M.S.Ed. ' 85 )
McKnight

59 .. Charlie (' 57) & Mildred (' 57) Fisher

·~

M.A. '73).

. 143. Bett)'. Shadish ,(B.S. '. 67)

101. Robert Lee Browd~r (B.B.A. ' 91 ,
, · M.B.A. ' 93)

58. Dwight (M.B'.A. '64) & M. Myrthine
Hilton (M.A. ' 64) Garrlson ,
.

,

LLB. '37),

146. Olander Franklin (B.A. ' SJ ) ·
147: Willi am'A. (B.S.. '. 41 ) & D~rothy
,Joseph (B.S. ' 521M.A. '61 )

60. Den~is ~ iodrowski (B.S , '63)

l9. W.. Bernard (B,S. '52 ,;LL.B. ' 60) & ·
. Dorothy Danielson (B.S. '52·) Hill

61. Frances C lark (M.A. ' 621) & Burt .
K;auffman

20. Emiie (BS '60) & _Carole Biz~.t III ·

62. Allen (B.B.A. ' 58) &·Esthe; Roberts

21. Alan (B.B.A. '85) & Terri Walto_n _
(B.S.Ed. ' 87)_ Wa xler

63. P,aul (B.S. ' 58, M.A. ' 60) & Anne
Cotla (B.S . 051 ) Drake

107. Stephen' Olita (M.S.E.E. ' 76)

· 22. Mon ty Clark (B.S. '7:1)

64. Frank Swords (J} .B.A. '67 , M.S . ' 70)

109. J. Kenneth Hazen (B.B.A. ' 75)

151. W: B. Du11avant Jr. (B.S: '54)

· 23. Jim Gill Jr. (f!.S-.Ed. ' 88)

65. Robert Wright (B.S. ' 77)

I l'O. Ri chard N. Brown (B.S: '46)

152. Helen Daniels H~rmber (,8.B.A. ' 85)

111. P<1trick N. (B,B.A. '7'6) & Elizabeth
Linder (A.N. ' 78) Lloyd

15 3. Be~jamin fB.B.A. '68, J\1,S. '9,5) &
.' M~rtha Brxant

.

155 . Doro.thy Baldauf Brady
(B.S.Ed. ' 5'0) ;

w'. Lewis (LL.B. ' ~8) & Jane

114. Diana Bradberry Harrison' (B.S. ' 65 ,
M.A . ' 74) '

Henderson ('46) Wood

76.

115: •Jack Schmollinger (B.S .Ed. '51 )

3 1. Ronald Goode (B.S. ' 67 , M.S . '69)

L. Terry (B.S.

'56, LLB. ' 59) &
Patrida Timanu s (B.S.Ed. '. 73)
Lafferty

72._Craig A. Smitlj;,(B .S. ' 82)
_73 . William L. Zo~cola (J.D. ' 86)
74. Jo~n R. Lawrence (B.B.A. '8 5)

119. R. Jack Fishman (B.S. ' 55 )

· 36. Donna Hoppe~ Farri s (B.S. ' 70)

8 1. Dorothy Bi zzell (B.S. '41)

39·_•Mike (B.S .. ' 66) & Linda Yarbrough ,
(B.S. '67, ·M.Ed." 7I ) Harless

82. William H.'(J.D. '74) & Georgi ~
· Sowell (B.S.E. ' 70) Davis
·

83.,Robert ('44) & Barbara Gurley (B'.S.
40. Dr. Rosella Overall (B.S. ' 54. M. A.
·
'55 . M.A·. ' 67) Kouns
··
· ·
'62, Ed.D. ' 77) & Edward McClai(1
41. -Andrew (B.S. '49, M.A .. '52) & Jeanne , 84, Anesha Cowan Jac kson (M.B.A. ' 93)
Dobson (B.S. '66 ,' M. Ed. ' 77) Sett)es' ·
85. Van C unningham (B.S. ' 49 ,
M.A. ' 53)
·42. Jane Can1pbell Graham (B.S. ' 67, ·
86. Edward Burch (B.B.A. ' 71 )

M.Ed. ' 73).
43,°M. Alan Ro.we (M.B,.A. '8 1)

87. Barbara Highfill Ru sh / B,S. ' 41 )
88. \Yilli am Miller (13.S. ' 60)

14. Virginia Pierc e Clin'e (B. S. ' 5.6)

0

M

N

S ·

163 .. Eugene H .. (J.D . '14) & Marilou
· Adler (B.S. ' 63) Mulrooney

124. S. Lawson (B.B.A. ' 59) & Cybil
' Crain

1,64. Sammy T. McCraw (~.A. '72)'

'

12,5. _Rick Doran (B.S.M. ' 76)
126. Ralph_!vlcDowell (B.S. ' 50)

,

127. Jere McGu ff~e II (B.B.A, ' 87)
'

.

·,

128, Rev , John_Armstron g (M.Ed. ' 75) ·
129. Wayne· (M.S. ' 84) & Donna Sue
• - West (B.A . ' 68, M.A. '70) .~hannon
130: Dav id & Susan Krebs (B.S.D. '68)
' Perdue
·
13 1. Doyle Jon~\ (B.B.A. ' @ , "
M.B.A.

'_72)

132. Gary (B.E.T. ' 75) & Anita Glenn
133 . Anthon y Alfieri (M.A.T. '94) ·
(B.A. ' 75) Farr

l6l. Dr.Robert (B.S. ' 63 , Ph.D. ' 75) &
Geomia Walker (B.S. ' 77 , M.A.
'79) Wh~ley • .
,
.
'162. Mrs. ·Jerry H'opper Cocke (B.S.Ed.
:.
' 77 , M.Ed. ' 83)
'
,'

123. Walter (B.S. ;63) &, Rose Wallace
(B.P.S. '85) Klimek

, 80 . Williifm E. Cayce (B.B.A. ' 69)

38. Hefyn Roberts Keith (B.A. ' 82,
J.D. '86)
.

· C O L.U

121. James Cox (J.D . ' 74)
1;22. Rbbe rt Appl ing (B.S. ' 52)

, 79. Edward F. Williams (M.A. ' 74)

3 7 . .Patricia Boyte Stringer (B.B.A. _'94)

157. Robert W. Berry (B.S.Ed. '70)
158. Jamesf T. "Tom" Watson
(B.B.A. ' 70)

160. Cindy Form~n (B.P.S. ' ~9)

. 120. Margaret Hfppey Dale (M.A '62) .'

78. Michael S. McGee (B.B.A. '8 1.,
M.B.A. '95) . ,

35. C.M, " Mickey" Ison (B.B.A. ' 61 )

E

0

77. Burns (B.s. ··s6) &.Nan lngra(n
· (B .S. ' 5 7) Lan9ess

156. Gertie Knox (B.B.A. ' 82) ·

159. Dr'. Nancy L. Higginbotham Wheat
(B.S. ' 68, M.S. ' 84, Ed.D. '9 l) .

' I 17. Debo rah~Ta lbot (B.~ - '72) •
118. Richarcl Vaugh; n (B.S. ~ .E. ' 8 1)

75. Mary R. Mader

34. J. Olin Atkins _(B.S. ' 57; M.A. ' 58) , ·

H

11,6. El wood (B.S . ' 55) & Janet Quall s

71 James A Morn s (B.A '_78)

. 76. John Michael Robinson (B.B.A. ',68)

33 . Eddie Adair (B.A. ' 73)

T

154. J. Kevin Hynem ~n (' 86)

Ed ward G.: Eckstein (B.S. ' 66)

69. 'Jane Howles Hooker (B.S. Ed. '68.
. M.E,L '69)

, 30. John J.. "Jack" Fisher (B.B.A. ' 65)

J

LI,..B. '§4)

M.S. ' 87)

Everette McFadden (13.S. ' 51 )

,,

150. ~obert Hadley (B;B.A. '59, ,.

IJ3. Ale xa nder Allen (B.B.A. ' 81 ,

68. Samuel Blu stein (B:S.E ,E. ' 75)

29. Mary Ann. Craig Franklin (B.S:Ed. ' 70.
M.Ed. ' 90)
.

32.

,ii 2.

• : ·

149 ..Ralph Blrring (B.S. ' 50)

10_8 . Brett Hopper (B.S.M.E. ' 84)

,

67. William (B.B.A. ,' 65 , M.B.A , '67) & ,.
, Hilda Chase (B.S. ' 55,' M.A. '6'3)
Mullen ,

27. G. Douglas .(B.S. '39) & Mildred
H arris q ,.S. '4l) Mayo Sr.
28.

McGinni ss
148. Michael A.' Hawkins

!06. Ben Tutt (B.S.N. '95) & Mary
Caldwell (M.A. ' 73)

66. Theodore (B.B.A. ' 59) & Joyce
Johr\SOn

25. Meme Wong (B.B.A. '9 1)
26. 'James Mason (B.S .' ' 66)

105. Cmdr. John Bogan (B.B.A. ' 72), ret.

'

24. Jim (B.B.A. ' 73 , M.J:l.A. ' 75) &
Barbara Hall (B.S.Ed. '7 3, M•Ed. '76)
Phillips

..

N

\37 .' L9rena Nichols' (B,S. '42) & Emile · '
Bernard··

18. Bett y·Lewis (B.S. ' 65 ; M,Ed. '6S)

l·
I

,M -

l

97.

Louis Wheatlyy

13. Ann Powers B~n·y (B.S. ' 53)

17 . Ma ry Koener Torode(B.B.A. ' 84; •
1'1 P.A. '87)
,
.

I ·'

.

Bec~y Brown (B. '(\ . ' 94)

55 : Donal'd (B.S. ' 55) & Jean Parker
' (M.Ed. ' 83) Rhoads -

. 16. Harold Byrd,(B.B.A, ' 71 , M.S. ' 75) .'

N ews item s and photographs are welcome, but we cannot be held responsible for the return of unsolicited materials. Information 11 · : '
received is printed as space p ermits. S end information to: Alumni Association • The University of Memphis • Memphis, TN 38152 . ··
I • Phone 901 I 678-2586 • FAX 901 I 678-5215 • E-mail to "alumni@cc.memphis.edu".
1·
- ·..

136. Freddy (B.B.A. ' 73) &' Brenda
Grinder

· 92. Col. Edward T. Ladd (B.S. ' 57)
93. .Willian:, Todd (B.A. ' 75 )
.
,
94 . Kenneth Ca; mack (B:S. ' 67)

54. Ruth Rice Cash 5B.S.,E. ' 74).

12. Josep~ Lloyd (B.S. ;68)

1

.

135: Denise B,ollhein\e; (B.B.A ~' 72 ,
M; B.A, ' 79)

91.

Waype Putman (B.S, ' 51)
Nefl Avery Pa\ ley (B.S. '4() ,

52. Caroline Bowers-Birchmore •
;
,
(B.S.N . '88)
', ·
·
• ' ·

Si.

l0. Percy Roberts Jr. (B.,s'. ' 52)

1

. - - - .• ,, .

134. Ned Savage (B.E.T. ' 74) .

90:

•

. 9. Frank (B.A. '15) & Maria Alexantler
(B.A. ' 75) Holmes

I, ,

! _______________________

89 . • Tom Jenkins (~.A. ' 74) ,

49. C. Dillard '(B.S. ' 63 ,,M.A. '' 64) & Kay . ,
• 95 ., James fritzsche (B.S. ' 76)
Tutor
96, Tom Taylor (B. A. ' 72) .", •
50'. Kathleen Ke\i ~y (B.F.A. ,.78)

8. , )Viii (B.S. ' 57, M.A. ' 58) & Karen ·
Roberts (M.A. ' 63), Srnfford
"

~.·
I

I - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

38

· 46 . Dr. Jack (B .S. '61 ) & Nancy ,
• Chisholm (B:s. '6 l'. M.A. ' 62,Ed-.D.
' 69) Biggs
47 ., Rob~rf.Hendry

2 . Jerry Schroeppel.('(j6)

·'·

I News/Request: - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - I -----------------------
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1Name _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ SS# _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Year/Degree _ _ _ _ _
·I Address _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Phone (H) _ _ _ _ _ _ (W) _ _ _ _ _ _
· I City _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ State _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Zip______
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of October 15, 199 7

, 45. Dr. Jim Kaspeibauer (Ed.D. '83)

1. Ann Pugh (J.D. ' 75 )

r - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - . - - - - - · - - , ..
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:Send Us Your News...
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"

,

Johnson and Johnson
Black was named the
·.make a difference."
subsidiary, Codn1an anq
Hniversity's Distin- . .
" Black has been active
Shurtleff Inc.
· ··
'g uisbeelAlumnus in 1991 in professional 'a~d ·· ·
Black' later was prod-' ' and two years i~ter was/
commimity ·aff~irs 'h1 •· .
. uct management director ;chosen to be Executive in :, Boston irid Austin, ' ,
· and general m1:1nager'for
:aesidence at thfj ·. '
· Tex'as, d~ting his busi- · ·
marketing of Codman
,Fogeiman 9ollege. That
nes,s ·car~er: The.Am~ril
and Shuttleffbefor~ .
, year he arid his wife aiso
canAssoci,ation.ofNerirobecoming vice president . created the Roy W. Bla~k ; · Jogic~l Surgeon_s·,a:nq the
for marketing or'Surgil<o's• and SUE; T. HlackEnr ,Congress,of Neu_rdlogica( :·
Inc. In 1983 he retur.n ed
dow:ed Scholarship Fund ' Surgeens have ham'.ed"t' •· , .
to Codman and Shurtleff •' a.t'The U 'of M: · ·'. , · ', , : 'hiin,.a;\1imorary life · .' ..'
as ,p residefit and is .· ·,,:.
' '·'W~.✓a.nted tp support j ' nienibel.,i ~d-ha~e given r
'c urrently CEO. ..
. , .. educational opportunities ' :himthefr,Distingriished
Jor minority students~in . : Service Award. He has ,
need," Black.sayE( ;'This i· served on the'boar d.of the '.
i~ something we·felt·;efy .. '. M,assachu:3.e tts· Bay·~·.. '.
stronglyabout.' .
. . March of Dimes. .
. . ..
. . "When I was in high . ' • : Biack:~as ljl _m:ember of , .
.scliool, ~e had segregated tiie.Universitys Alu'rrini
;
schoofs. In'many ways;
Association l;loard of'
'wh_e n. I graduated from
·•di~ectors. (ro,nl.1983 to
:'<l!io!i.c~••-A
high school my life
l987 . He,re~ains ·deeply
started. Yet for minority
'. interested in The U ofM -.
kids my ~ge,. ~hen th~y
and'the Fogeim;n ColRoy Black·
graduated from •high
lege,
··
·
schools their lives often
"The Fogelman .
He is currently vice .
seemeq to stop.,·
. Coilegehas·been·very
chairman of the board of
· "We.want minorities
.important to me,"' Black
the -~omp'a ny in addition
to succeed/ Black says.
says: "It has been an
to being vice chairman of . "'Hopefully, they·will go
almost fa:tnililfl thr'ead. · .·
Johnson and Johnson
ba_ck into their communininn1ng through my life:
_J;>rofessional. He ·also is ' , .ties as role models, to '
A lot of people l kn;_ew.
, vice p:r;esident of JohnSon encourage even. more ·
. 'ftorh growing up in ·
Jind Johnson Inter.qa: ',
p~ci;ple. 'This _is the ,best
Har'tlema~ C'ounty went
tional'Inc.
way we can think oftci
there 'too, and we're stiH :
~·
.
' .
irf' .touch." ·''··
l
,
,• •
"

E

0

165. WilliamH. (B.B.A. ' 67) &
· ieanette Wainscott (B.S.Ed, '69),
Watkin s
166. Thomas )V. "Sonny' ' ? cruggs (B.S.
'63 , M.Ed, ' 72)
.167. Dr. David C. Cl ~tch (Ph.D. '96)
168. Dr.Joe L Brown,ff (B°:S. ' 96)
169. Brad (B,A. ' 76) & Jean Longmire ·
(B ,S:Ed. ' 74) Martin
'
170. 'Herman G. Burgess (B.S. '5?) .
17·1, Dr. Robert Bourland Jr. (' 64) •
172. Joan ·Stei'n (B.S. ' 54)
173. Earl Wilkinson ('3 1)

39
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Jame~ W. Donaldson '69,
Oct. '97
Madge Pettus Richbourg '69,
Aug. '97
Sue C. Dow '70, Oct. '97
R. Steven Crane '71, Sept. '97
Loretta H. Perry '71, '81,
Alumni
'
Oct. '97 '
W. Kenneth Darety '73,
(listed alphabetically by
Aug. '97
graduation date)
Dr. Kenneth D. Warren '75,
: Aug. '97
19.20s-30s
• Eva Deal Westbrook '75,
July '97
Mary S. Looney '28, Oct. '97
Janie.Ballard Whitaker '75,
Virgi~ia F. White '31, Sept. '97
'85, Sept. '97
John L. LeCave '77, Oct. '97
1940s-50s ·
David M. Love '77, Sept '97
Clare Orman Shields '77,
Jane Thorn Hicks '40, Oct. '97
Aug. '97
Eleanor Irving Mathis '40, Aug. Cmdr. Martin M. Manger '79,
'97
· Sept. '97
'
. Robert.E . Porter '40, Sept. '97
• Judge Leonard Pierotti '42, Aug. . 1980s- 90s
'.9 7 .
Howard A. Cou nce, '48, '53,
Maj. Clay K. Culver '81,
sep't'. '97
Sept. '97
.
Jo Ann Brown _\,Viddop '53,
LaNella Schneider Hunt '81,
, Nov. '97
•
Oct. '96
Col. .Oscar L. Thomils '55, '56,
Dean Werner Welsh '81,
, Aug. '97
July '97
Billie C. Turner '56, Oct. '97
Nancy Tyler Wilson '82,
Robert H. McHenry,57,
Sept. '97
June '96
Sandra Pearson Pyron '83,
Bob T. Willian:i.1? '58, Oct. '97
Aug. '97
Dr. Jerome A. Wolfe '58,
Daniel j_ Wilson '84, Sept. '97
Oct. '97
Vera Bowen Nagel '85,
Frances Hall Lau derdale '59,
Sept. '97
Sept. '97
.
·James T .. Newton '85, Aug. '97
Adrian-McClaren '59, Sept. '97
Alexia Hampton '86, Nov. '97
Katherine Crudup Slate '90,
1960s- 70s '
Sept. '97 ,
Harold L. Bell '97, Oct. '97
G,wendolyn Duncan Lasley '62,
Sept. '97.
Tennie Zue Dobbins Armpur '64, Faculty/Staff
Aug. '97
Jerry L. Robbins '64, July '97
, Robert Crain B~k~r, '65, '67, '71, Frank C. Holloman, July '97
Sam Freeman, Sept. '97
Aug. '97
.
Harris M. Sorrelle '57, Sept. '97
Margaret A. Barbee· '65, ·
Gloria Jean Bond Cergnul, ·
Oct. '97
'
Oct.. '97
.
.
Mildred K. ~elew '66 1 Oct. '97
.Dr. Don P .'Claypool, Oct. '97 .
Catherine Ann Davis '66,
Allen J, Hammond '70, Oct. '97
May '97.
Doris Batchelor Kelly '66, Sept. Sharon Suzanne Harris,
Oct. '97
. '97

The University of Memphis
Alumni Association ·expresses
sympathy to the family and
friends of these individuals:

.

"Richard A. Mosteller '66,
.Aug. '97
W. James Franklin '67,
Aug. '97
'Jack P . Court Jr. '68, Oct. '97
Sheila M . Dougherty '68,
June '97
·

Donors to President's Home Project
Oct. 1-Nov. 1, 1997
Rodney Baber
Emile & Carole Bizot
Belz Enterprises
Bert Bornblum
David Bornblum
Charles & Neely Brown
Herman Burgess
Harold Byrd
Donald J . Carson
Francis Cole
Metcalf Crump
Paul & Anne Drake
Ed Eckstein
Laurence Fairey
Gordon & Brenda Gibbons
Julia & C.G. Hanson Jr.
Ken & Rhonda Hazen
Pat & Jean Heffernan
Mr. & Mrs. W. Bernard Hill
Al Hollingsworth
Larry & Janeal Humber
Don Hutson
Mr. & Mrs. Robert Jerry II
JMGR Inc.
Mr. & Mrs. L.R. Jalenak Jr.
Thomas & Amy Jenkins
George & Betty Johnson

Brian Kelley
Jimmie & Kay Kelly
W.J. & Rose Klimek
SL Kopald
Pat Lawler
Florence Leffler
Richard Lightman
Brad & Jean Martin
Tom & Ruthie McCallen
Joseph McCarty III &
Michelle Babcock
JudyMcCown
Gayle Powelson
Elwood & Janet Qualls
Mr. & Mrs. B.W. Rawlins
V. Lane & Mary Jo Rawlins
David & Donna Rhodes
Mr. & Mrs. W.C. Schadrack Jr.
Schilling Enterprises
Thomas & Janie Scruggs
Sofamor Danek Group Inc.
Richard & Sandy Spell
Will & Karen Stafford
Ronald A. & Wynoka Terry
Steve Vescovo
James Watson
Bobby & Kay Wharton
Watkins, Watkins & Keenan

1-~

0 $25 Annual
0 $35 Annual Joint

0 $500 Life (or pledge $275 x 2 yrs)

0

Check made payable to The U of M Alumni Association
in the amount of$ _ _ _ _ __

0

Charge my membership in the amount of$ _ _ _ _ __
to (circle one) Visa or MasterCard.
Card#: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Exp. Date : _ _

0 $800 Life Joint
(or pledge $425 x 2 yrs; $300 x 3 yr s)

0 $400 Life Senior Citizen - Single or Joint
(or pledge $200 x 2 yrs)

F rien ds

NAME _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _

SSN _ _ _ _ _ MAJOR _ _ __

DEGREE _ _ _ CLASS _ _ _ __

SPOUSE (if joint) _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ __ SSN _ __ _ _ MAJOR _ __ _ DEGREE _ _ _

Eniily P. Alburty, Oc·t . '97
Lilly L. Marten, Oct. '97

ADDRESS _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ CITY

Max B. Ostner Sr., Oct. '97

CLASS _ _ _ __

_ _ _ _ _ _ STATE _ _ __ _ _ _ _ ZIP _ _ _ _ __ __ _

COMPANY _ _ __ __ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ JOB TITLE _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ BUS. PHONE _ __ _ _ _ _ __
CO. ADDRESS _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ CITY _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ STATE _ __ _ _ _ _ _ ZIP _ __ _ __

'

Check out the Alumni Web Site:

SPOUSE'S CO. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ JOB TITLE _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ BUS. PHONE _ _ _ __ _ __ _

~ww .people'. menJ.phis .edu!~alumni

_ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ CITY _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ STATE _ _ _ _ _ _ __

T H a

C O L U M N S.

ZIP _ _ _ _ __
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